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The estimates of  the Mark I11 Model reported  in chapter 6 indicated 
surprisingly  slow  and  weak  transmission  from  country  to  country. 
Moreover, substantial sterilization policies appeared to be universal and, 
given these weak linkages, capable of  ensuring a degree of  short-run 
monetary control under pegged exchange rates. This chapter continues 
the investigation of these findings by presenting the results of monetary 
and fiscal policy experiments with a simulation version of  the Mark I11 
International Transmission Model. 
The results here generally support the earlier findings of weak trans- 
mission under pegged exchange rates. Monetary linkages with the United 
States appear strongest for Germany, moderate for the Netherlands, and 
practically nonexistent for the United Kingdom and Canada although 
absorption-type  channels  are operative  for the latter two countries. 
While monetary shocks in nonreserve countries have sensible domestic 
effects, international transmission is trivial. Similarly the domestic effects 
of real-government-spending shocks are too small to have an appreciable 
foreign impact in any case examined. These results force us to question 
the standard assumptions which imply strong channels for international 
transmissions since those channels are not obvious in the data. 
Unlike the pegged case, the floating simulations display dynamic insta- 
bilities.  This difference  is  attributable  to the relatively short sample 
period. The simulations do indicate how a J-curve phenomenon due to 
short-run  inelasticity  of  import  demand  can  affect  the  adjustment 
process. 
The Mark IV Model is outlined in section 7.1 and the appendix to this 
chapter. Section 7.2 discusses the simulation results for the United States 
money-shock  experiments.  The third section illustrates the results  of 
nonreserve-country money-shock experiments and of  real-government 
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shock experiments. The final section presents conclusions and sugges- 
tions for future research. 
7.1  The Simulation Model 
The Mark I11 Model was designed to test a number of popular hypoth- 
eses about the transmission of inflation while allowing for a variety of  lag 
patterns across countries. Unfortunately the large number of insignificant 
coefficients and collinear endogenous variables makes the model unus- 
able for simulation purposes. A special simulation version to the model 
(the Mark IV) has been created by dropping insignificant variables and 
combining terms' except where variables are left in to permit transmis- 
sion or for strong a priori reasons (such as the interest-rate terms in the 
money-demand or price-level equation). The resulting model thus in- 
cludes the significant relationships of  the Mark I11  Model but is suffi- 
ciently simplified for the reasonable calculation of  simulation results. 
Given the way in which the model was derived, classical statistical state- 
ments cannot be made with respect to the Mark IV. Its purpose instead is 
to illustrate the implications of the relations found significant in the Mark 
I11  Model. 
The Mark IV Model exists in two versions. The pegged-exchange-rate 
version (Mark IV-PEG)  combines the reserve-country (U.S.) submodel 
with  the pegged-rate  submodels for the seven nonreserve  countries. 
Floating-rate nonreserve  submodels are used instead in  the floating- 
exchange-rate version  (Mark IV-FLT).  This section summarizes the 
models while  the  chapter  appendix  lists the actual  computer model 
together with the estimated coefficients. 
The basic structure of the Mark IV Model is the same as the Mark 111: 
The reserve-country submodel of the Mark IV  consists of nine behavioral 
equations and thirteen identities.z  The behavioral equations determine a 
skeletal macroeconomic model (real income, price level, unemployment 
rate, nominal money, and interest rate) together with a bit more detailed 
international sector (exports, imports, import prices, and capital flows). 
1. Collinearity is reduced where the coefficients of  various lagged levels of  a variable 
indicate that either a sum or first difference is the appropriate variable. Similarly a number 
of hypotheses implying equality of  coefficients permitted  combining  terms into simple 
logarithmic sums or differences. In  one case (Germany in the Mark IV-PEG), this made the 
whole equation for the logarithm of  import prices and the associated identity for relative 
import prices redundant; so they were dropped. 
2.  This is four more identities than listed in chapter 5 for the Mark 111 Model: Two of 
these define expected money and exports based on  last period's information; these series are 
predetermined for purposes of  estimation but endogenous in a dynamic simulation. A third 
identity defines logarithmic transitory income which was written explicitly in the Mark 111. 
The fourth defines a lagged prediction error term needed for dynamic simulation. Similar 
identities were added to all the other submodels to obtain consistent dynamic simulations. 164  Chapter Seven 
The pegged-exchange-rate nonreserve submodels are basically the same 
as the reserve submodel with the important exception that the balance of 
payments enters the nonreserve (but not the reserve) countries’ money- 
supply reaction  function^.^ The floating nonreserve submodels differ only 
in their international sectors: To make the seven domestic-currency-per- 
dollar exchange rates endogenous, an exchange-intervention reaction 
function is added to determine the balance of payments previously deter- 
mined by  an identity. The sector is then renormalized to solve for the 
exchange rate.4 
Let us first examine the skeletal macroeconometric model included in 
each of  the submodels. Real income and the (nominal) interest rate are 
determined by shocks (innovations) in the money supply, real govern- 
ment spending, and real exports, and, for the interest-rate equation only, 
the expected inflation rate.5 Thus real income and the real interest rate 
are affected by the factors which unexpectedly shift aggregate demand 
relative to aggregate supply. The price-level equations simply equate 
short-run money demand to money supply.6 Nominal money supply is 
determined by  a reaction function in response to lagged inflation and 
unemployment rates, to  current and lagged government spending shocks, 
and, for nonreserve countries, to current and lagged balances of  pay- 
ments. The unemployment rate is determined by a dynamic version of 
Okun’s law for the United States, United Kingdom, and France. Changes 
in measured unemployment and real income were uncorrelated for the 
other countries; so for them the unemployment equation is deleted and 
logarithmic transitory income used instead in the money-supply reaction 
function. 
The included channels by which international shocks can be transmit- 
ted to these basic macroeconomic variables are three in number: (1) For 
the nonreserve countries, the current and lagged balances of payments 
affect the nominal money supply. The estimates indicated very substan- 
tial if not total sterilization of  the current balance of payments in every 
case, however. This is consistent with the central banks’ pursuing money- 
growth or interest-rate goals set at least partially in response to past data 
3.  As is appropriate for a reserve country, the balance of  payments was found to have no 
influence on the U.S. money supply. See Darby (1980, 1981) and chapter 16. 
4. The equations are solved for exports, relative price of  imports, exchange rate, net 
capital outflows, and the balance of  payments. 
5. Variables such as real income, prices, and money are measured in logarithms. The 
interest rates and unemployment rates are decimal fractions. Exports, imports, net capital 
outflows, and the balance of payments are all scaled by dividing by nominal income. Shocks 
are deviations of  actual values from optimal ARIMA predictions of the variables. 
6.  The short-run money-demand function is adapted from Carr and Darby (1981). It 
allows money-supply shocks to affect money demand. In the Mark 111  Model a foreign 
interest rate adjusted for expected depreciation was included to test for asset substitution, 
but this was significant only for the United  Kingdom  and Japan  and (at only a  15% 
significance level) France. 165  Simulation Experiments 
on the balance of payments. (2) Export shocks affect both real income 
and the interest rate along standard Keynesian absorption lines. (3) An 
asset substitution channel exists by which foreign interest rates adjusted 
by expected depreciation can affect money demand and the price level in 
the United Kingdom, France, and Japan. The real oil price does not enter 
in this sector but in the international sector and influences the domestic 
economy through these three channels.’ 
The reserve and pegged nonreserve international sectors will be dis- 
cussed next. The export equation depends on foreign real income, the 
real price of  oil, the domestic and foreign price levels, and the exchange 
rate. Imports are explained by a demand equation including domestic 
real income and current and lagged import prices relative to the price 
level. Import prices in turn depend on import supply variables such as the 
size of imports, foreign price levels, and the exchange rate. The capital- 
flows equations allow for interest-rate and expected depreciation effects, 
foreign and domestic real income effects, and trade-deficit financing. In 
the floating nonreserve models the import demand and supply equations 
are renormalized to relative-import-price and exchange-rate equations, 
respectively. The added balance-of-payments or intervention equation 
relates  the balance  to changes  in  exchange  rates  relative  to lagged 
changes and lagged changes in relative purchasing power. 
One check of model adequacy which might uncover omitted channels 
of transmission was suggested by Bob Flood. Omitted channels will show 
up as correlations of  the residuals of  the model’s equations. As reported 
in chapter 6,  these correlations were checked for the Mark 111 Model both 
within each country and for U.S.  nominal money, real income, and price 
level versus all foreign variables. Few more than the expected number of 
correlations were significant at the 5%  level for either the pegged or 
floating period, and no pair of  correlations was significant in more than 
two cases. Therefore it was concluded that the model adequately repre- 
sented the channels apparent in the data. 
The international sector thus incorporates a variety of potential chan- 
nels  of  transmission.  For  example,  as  suggested  by  the  monetary 
approach, either trade or capital flows might cause huge movements in 
the balance of  payments (and hence money) if domestic prices or interest 
rates were to begin to differ from international parity values. This did not 
appear likely from the small estimated coefficients, but only simulations 
can determine this definitely. 
In preparation for such simulation experiments and as a check on the 
simulation models, we first obtained a base dynamic simulation for each 
version of  the model.* For the Mark IV-PEG  this base simulation was 
7. See, however, chapter 8 below for tests of  direct oil influences. 
8. In a dynamic simulation, the input series are the exogenous variables plus the initial 
conditions  (endogenous variables  before  the  beginning of  simulation).  The  values  of 166  Chapter Seven 
computed for 1962111 through 19701, which was the entire period that all 
nonreserve countries were maintaining firm pegged exchange rates with 
the dollar. The corresponding period for the Mark IV-FLT  would be 
1971111 through 1976IV, but dynamic instabilities in the model became 
important after seven quarters (19731), so the base simulation covers only 
this shorter period for which the simulations might be informative. The 
dynamic instability of the Mark IV-FLT  should be sufficient warning that 
the results of the floating period simulations must be read with consider- 
able skepti~ism.~ 
Table 7.1 compares the standard errors of estimate for each behavioral 
equation with the root mean square errors (RMSEs) of  the simulated 
values of the dependent variables both for the first year and for the entire 
period of  the simulation. The standard errors reported here are generally 
lower than those reported for the corresponding equations in the Mark 
I11 International Transmission Model because of  the deletion of  insig- 
nificant variables and the imposition of constraints discussed above.’O The 
first-year RMSEs appear to be generally reasonable, but errors do ac- 
cumulate over the entire simulation period, especially for the interna- 
tional sectors and for the floating model even though the simulation 
period is much shorter. On this basis, the first-year simulations appear to 
be most informative, with longer periods at most suggestive of  general 
tendencies, 
7.2  U.S. Money-Shock Experiments 
As is well known,” a common problem with policy studies based on 
econometric models is that the policy experiment is often inconsistent 
with the policy regime for which the model is estimated. As a result, the 
endogenous variables within  the simulation period  are assigned their predicted  values. 
Especially for a large model with few exogenous variables, the cumulative errors in the 
endogenous variables eventually may take the simulation off  track even if  the model is 
dynamically stable. 
9. The dynamic instability does not seem to depend on when we begin the simulation. It 
apparently results from our inability to do much to eliminate simultaneous equation bias 
with such a short sample. Three pieces of  evidence besides experience with other models 
point to this conclusion: (1) The instability appears to arise in the renormalized interna- 
tional sector equations which are estimated over the short sample period. (2) The pegged 
model is estimated over a longer sample period but with the same basic structure and is 
rather stable. (The instability in the Mark IV-FLT  remains even if  we artificially constrain 
the exchange rates to equal their actual values as in the Mark IV-PEG,  where they are 
exogenous.) (3) Only for Canada-which  has the short pegged period-is  there a hint of 
instability in the pegged veriosn of  the model. 
10. These standard errors will thus be on the optimistic side. The few cases of increase 
apparently reflect  deletion  of  variables which individually  appear insignificant but are 
jointly significant with other deleted variables. The only important increases occur in the 
exchange-rate equations, where it was necessary to impose a constraint generally ruled out 
by the data for reasons discussed in section 7.2 below. 
11.  See Lucas (1976). Table 7.1  Standard Errors of Estimate Compared with Base Simulation Root Mean Square Errors: Mark IV-PEG  and Mark IV-FLT 
Countries 
Variables'  Statistics  us  UK  CA  FR  GE  IT  JA  NE 
Logarithm of  real 
log y,  = LNYR** 
output 
Logarithm of  price 
log 4 = LNP'* 
level 
Unemployment rate 
uj = UN** 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 























































































































NA Table 7.1 (continued) 
Countries 
Variablest  Statistics  us  UK  CA  FR  GE  IT  JA  NE 
Logarithm of  nominal 
log MI = LNMN** 
money 
Short-term interest rate 
Rl  F  R** 
Ratio of  nominal exports 
(XIY),  = XTOY+* 
to nominal output 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
















































































































































.05W Ratio of  nominal imports 
(Z/Y);  = ITOY** 
to nominal output 
Logarithm of  relative 
price of  imports' 
Z, = LNQIM*" 
Logarithm of  import 
log P/ = LNPIM** 
price index 
Logarithm of  exchange 
log E, = LNE** 
ratef 
Ratio of  nominal net 
capital outflows to 
nominal output 
(C/Y),  = CTOY** 
Ratio of  nominal balance 
of  payments to nominal 
output 
(B/Y),  = BTOY** 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-PEG: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
31 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 
7 qtr. RMSE 
Mark IV-FLT: 
S.E.E. 
4 qtr. RMSE 





































































































































































'The  mnemonics are given first in the notation of  chapter 5 and then in the computer code described in the appendix to this chapter. 
$For the United States only, this equation is not renormalized and the reported statistics are for (IIY),  = ITOYUS. 
'For  the United States only, this equation is not renormalized and the reported statistics are for log P: = LNPIMUS. 170  Chapter Seven 
simulated behavior may be irrational under the alternative policy regime. 
Thus one must choose a policy experiment which is consistent with the 
estimated  model.  The consistent  policy  experiment chosen  is  a  0.01 
increase  in  the disturbance  term  of  the U.S. nominal-money-supply 
reaction function for one quarter. Thereafter the money supply develops 
according to the endogenous structure of  the model. 
This  experiment  was  performed  for  both  the pegged  and floating 
versions of the Mark IV Model. The main results for the pegged simula- 
tion are summarized in the six panels of figure 7.1. This figure shows the 
difference between the simulated values of the major variables given the 
1% money shock and the values in the corresponding base simulation 
without the money shock. Note that the vertical scales are adjusted to the 
simulated variations so that similar movements may be for much different 
magnitudes. Examining first the results for the United States, we note 
that nominal money (panel a)  initially increases by 1  % (100 basis points) 
and then fluctuates between 150 and 75 basis points for the first five years, 
eventually tailing down to about 50 basis points at the end of the simula- 
tion period. The price-level effect builds up gradually, reaching 1%  some 
three and a half years after the initial shock and peaking at almost 140 
basis points some three years after that. There is a transitory increase in 
real output (peaking at 160 basis points in the fourth quarter) which is all 
but  eliminated  after seven  quarters and even  turns negative later as 
money persistently falls.12The  interest rate displays a small, brief liquidity 
effect, but this is quickly dominated by income and expectations effects.” 
Imports  (not  displayed  here) do rise slightly initially,  but  the trivial 
export variation  in panel  e  of  figure 7.1 suggests that feedback from 
foreign effects is negligible for the United States. Aside from oscillations, 
the balance-of-payments behavior is also consistent with standard lore at 
least  initially  when  deficits dominate; the small (0 to 3 basis points) 
surpluses later can be rationalized by  declining nominal money.I4 
Figure 7.1 also displays the results of  the same experiment for the 
United Kingdom,  Canada, Germany, and the nether land^.'^ Looking 
again at panel a, only for Germany do we see a large initial increase in 
nominal money suggested by the classical presentations of  the monetary 
approach to the balance of payments, and this percentage increase is less 
than a third of  that in the reserve country. The Netherlands displays a 
12. The negative  real  income in  the  latter part of  the  adjustment  is thus  a  result 
(artifact?) of  basing expected nominal money on a univariate expectations function rather 
than full rational expectations. 
13. The oscillations in the indicated adjustment process would appear to be spurious. 
14.  These oscillations apparently reflect the interaction of the expected depreciation and 
capital-flows equations. 
15. The simulation results for France, Japan, and Italy were so erratic as to be inexplic- 
able. The peculiar estimated coefficients-which  we attribute to severe data problems for 
these countries-appear  to be the problem.  See chapter 6. 171  Simulation Experiments 
more  gradual adjustment  of  nominal  money while  Canadian  money 
never rises significantly and British money rises only after five years.16 
Thus Germany provides the sole example in panel f  of  the sharp initial 
balance-of-payments surplus due to capital flows so much emphasized in 
the recent literature. Considering the other variables for Germany alone, 
we see an attenuated version of the U.S. pattern aside from the absence 
of  an initial liquidity effect on the interest rate. In the Netherlands, the 
induced increase in exports is initially important for both real income and 
the interest rate, with both money and prices rising more gradually. This 
pattern seems consistent with a Humean specie-flow process in which 
monetary transmission is more gradual and there are significant short-run 
effects on trade flows through both absorption (real income) and relative 
price channels. For the United Kingdom and Canada, however, there is 
no sign of  monetary transmission-unless  the U.K. increase after four 
years is taken seriously. There is evidence of  real income (and for the 
United Kingdom interest rate) effects, but these seem to derive from 
absorption-type effects of increases in exports. The Canadian price level 
even falls slightly at first due to income effects increasing the real quantity 
of  money demanded. 
Summing up, under pegged exchange rates the simulation results vary 
from the monetary approach paradigm (Germany), through the Humean 
lagged  monetary  adjustment  paradigm  (Netherlands),  to the  simple 
Keynesian absorption in which prices and interest rates are irrelevant 
(the United  Kingdom and Canada). Clearly the results are partially 
puzzling whatever view of transmission one might hold. The construction 
of  the Mark I11 Model had attempted to allow the data to determine 
which transmission patterns are important; at least that attempt appears 
to have been successful. 
The floating-period results summarized in figure 7.2  are problematical 
in that the initial effect (if any) of the U.S. money-supply increase is to 
depreciate the foreign currencies."  This result may reflect a structural 
problem in the Mark IV Model. Only in the import supply equation were 
strong, consistent exchange-rate effects obtained in the pegged period. 
This equation was solved for the logarithmic change in the exchange rate 
in  the floating period.  (An intervention equation was  also added to 
explain the balance of  payments.) In initial unconstrained estimates for 
the floating period, the logarithmic change in import prices entered with a 
coefficient of  between  0.3 and  0.5  while  the  change  in  the  dollar- 
denominated rest-of-world price index entered with coefficients  of -  1.5 
to  -3.  In theory, these coefficients should be of  equal magnitude and 
16. The initial decline in British money is due to the perverse (negative) balance-of- 
17. The exchange rates are  measured in  domestic currency units per  dollar, so  an 
payments coefficients. 
increase is a depreciation of  the domestic currency. 172  Chapter Seven 
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Fig. 7.1  Deviations of  key variables from base simulation, American 
money-shock experiment, pegged period. 
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Fig. 7.1 (continued) 
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Fig. 7.2  Deviations of  key variables from base simulation, American 
money-shock experiment, floating period. 
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opposite sign; this theory is consistent with the pegged period estimates. 
Unfortunately the floating period estimates appear to be dominated by 
common movements in exchange rates against the dollar. Simulations 
using the unconstrained, inconsistent coefficients resulted not only in 
greater dynamic instability in  the base simulations but  also in nearly 
universal initial exchange-rate appreciations of  2% which grew much 
larger over time with no corresponding movements in interest rates or 
price levels in the experiment at hand. For this reason, the constraint of a 
single coefficient on the logarithmic change in the ratio of  import to 
rest-of-world  prices  was  imposed.  When  the  constraint  is  imposed, 
however, the surprising initial depreciation results. These results are 
reported since, as explained immediately below, some sense can be made 
of them and they do illustrate the potentially perverse effects of a J-curve 
phenomenon. 
First, note that the simulated effects within the United States are 
nearly identical to those for the first seven quarters of the pegged experi- 
ment  so that discussion need  not be  repeated here.  Given an initial 
exchange-rate depreciation, the German monetary authorities intervene 
to support the mark and the money supply falls. Prices and income follow 
the monetary movements. The  initial movement in the German exchange 
rate occurs in the simulation because of  an estimated J-curve pattern in 
the import demand (relative-price-of-imports) equation. Since exports 
rise with the rise in U.S. income and capital outflows fall with the fall in 
the U.S. interest rate, imports plus the balance-of-payments surplus has 
to rise given the identity. The balance of payments (intervention) is not 
very responsive under floating rates, so the dominant movement is an 
increase in the value of  imports. Since the demand curve is somewhat 
inelastic in the short run, the increase in value requires a substantial 
increase  in  the domestic-currency price of  imports.  The more  rapid 
growth in import prices than dollar-denominated  rest-of-world prices 
leads to a higher (depreciated) exchange rate. 
The other countries display less exaggerated simulated effects than 
does Germany: For the Netherlands all the effects are trivial except for 
the export effect, and that is much smaller than in the pegged case. The 
exchange rate initially depreciates and then appreciates, but the range of 
movement is from 2 to  -5  basis points. The United Kingdom displays 
few effects other than  those  associated with  a  perverse  decrease in 
exports. For Canada instability is so severe as to preclude any character- 
ization. 
In contrast to the Mark IV-PEG,  the Mark IV-FLT Model appears to 
be so unstable as to provide little information about the international 
transmission of  shocks under floating exchange rates. The main fruit of 
this exercise appears to be identification of  the perverse results which 
might occur if  a J-curve  pehnomenon  is  present in import demand. 186  Chapter Seven 
Further development of the Mark IV-FLT  Model must await extension 
of  the data bank to cover a longer floating period. 
7.3  Other Experiments 
The implications of the Mark IV-PEG  model were further explored in 
five additional  experiments.  Two of  these compare the effects under 
pegged exchange rates of  one-quarter money shocks (as described  in 
section 7.2)  in  Germany and the United  Kingdom.  The other three 
involve a one-quarter increase of 0.01 (1  % of government spending) in 
the government spending shock in the United States, Germany, and the 
United Kingdom, respectively. 
The domestic effects of the German and British money-shock experi- 
ments are contrasted in figure 7.3. Examining first the German case, we 
see that nominal money is in fact increased by almost 1%  throughout the 
first year. The initial increase is less than the amount of the shock to the 
money-supply reaction function because of the partially offsetting effects 
of  the induced balance-of-payments deficit (see panel f).  Nonetheless, a 
remarkably high degree of  monetary control is exhibited and the deficits 
are never large: Nominal money does not start falling until after the first 
year (largely as a result  of  the induced increases in inflation  and real 
income) and even after two years a 75 basis point increase in nominal 
money remains; it takes some four years for the initial increase in the 
nominal money supply to drop to 20 basis points. The real income, price 
level, and export effects are predictable  given the movements in the 
nominal  money  supply.  But  unlike  the United  States, no noticeable 
transmission  to any other countries is detected in the simulations  (or 
graphed here): None of  these six major variables in any of the other four 
countries in any quarter deviates from the base simulation by as much as 
10 basis points, and peak effects on the order of 1  basis point or less are 
the rule. 
The simulated effects of the British money-shock experiment are also 
plotted in figure 7.3. Not only is the one-quarter shock to the British 
nominal-money  growth  rate never  offset  but  indeed British  nominal 
money displays a slight tendency to rise further over time. Domestic 
prices  rise  and exports fall as a result,  but  the simulated balance-of- 
payments  deficits never become unmanageable.  The only remarkable 
result is the (incredible) negative impact of a money shock on British real 
income.I8  Again there was no noticeable transmission to other countries 
(on the 10-basis-point-peak criterion) to report. 
These two nonreserve money-shock experiments confirm the impres- 
18. The negative coefficients on money shocks were not jointly significant in the Mark 
I11 Model, but were retained in the reestimation of the Mark IV Model so that this channel 
was not foreclosed. 187  Simulation Experiments 
sion gained from the U.S. money-shock experiment: The German mone- 
tary  authorities displayed the tendencies  suggested by  the monetary 
approach, although those tendencies are attenuated in magnitude and 
here slow in  effect.  For  Britain,  in contrast,  monetary transmission 
appears to be essentially nil, with policy conducted  as if  the United 
Kingdom were a closed economy. 
The next set of experiments involves one-quarter increases of 100 basis 
points in unexpected real government spending. This sort of government- 
spending shift is consistent with the policy regime for which the model 
was estimated. However, the implications of  this shock for the actual 
level of real government spending differ according to the actual process 
observed to govern the evolution of  real government spending in each 
country.  Because  the  logarithm  of  U.S.  real  government  spending 
appears to follow a random walk with drift, the 100 basis point increase in 
real government spending is implicitly a permanent one. The correspond- 
ing German variable follows a first-order moving average process, which 
implies that the level of  real government spending is increased by 100 
basis points in the initial quarter but by only 25 basis points thereafter. 
For  the United  Kingdom the pattern is more  complicated due to a 
second-order autoregressive process, but the effect on the level of  real 
government spending is very nearly approximated by an initial 100 basis 
point increase and a 57 basis point increase thereafter.I9 
The domestic results of  these three experiments are summarized in 
figure 7.4. The peak effect on U.S. real income is about 27 basis points. 
Given that real government expenditures average about one-sixth of real 
income, this implies a peak multiplier of about 1.5. Although on the high 
end of recent estimates of the bond-financed government-spending multi- 
plier, a value of  1.5 is not surprising since it reflects as well reinforcing 
effects of a small, lagged induced increase in nominal money. Since the 
simulated effect of  real income in increasing money demand initially 
dominates interest-rate effects and the small nominal money increase, 
the price level first falls and then rises as the real income effects die out. 
As might be supposed from the small size of  the home country effects, 
simulated transmission  to other  countries  is  too small to  merit  dis- 
cussion.  2o 
19. To be precise, the implied increase in U.K. real government spending compared to 
the base run for the first nine quarters is 100,56,44,63,59,55,58,58,  and 57 basis points, 
respectively. 
20. It is not strictly true that there are no effects greater than 10 basis points, however. 
As would be inferred from the previous money-shock experiment, a sympathetic  variation 
in German nominal money was simulated, peaking at 12 basis points after two years. Also, 
British nominal money drifted down passing -  10 basis points after four and one-half years 
and troughing at -  19 basis points during the seventh year. An induced decline in the British 
price level to  -14  basis points after seven years completes the list of exceptions to the 10 
basis point criterion. 188  Chapter Seven 
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Fig. 7.3  Deviations of  key domestic variables from base simulation, 
British  and  German  money-shock  experiments,  pegged 
period. 
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Fig. 7.4  Deviations of  key domestic variables from base simulation, 
American, British, and German government-spending-shock 
experiments, pegged period. 
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The simulated British real income effects are not as large as for the 
United States, but both occur and decay more quickly. The relatively fast 
decay may reflect the implicit elimination of  the government spending 
increase in the second quarter. For the British experiment, the peak 
multiplier  is only about  0.75, even  based  on the smaller permanent 
increase in government spending.21  This multiplier may  be reconciled 
with the American value of  1.5 by  recalling that the induced increase in 
money is estimated to reduce rather than reinforce the effect on real 
income. No international transmission was simulated using the 10-basis- 
point-peak criterion. 
For Germany the coefficients of government spending shocks are very 
small in both the real income and nominal money equations and zero in 
the interest-rate equations. Perhaps this reflects the estimate that only a 
quarter of  such spending shocks remain after the first quarter. In any 
case, the simulated effects even within Germany are negligible. 
In  conclusion,  neither  British  nor  German  money  or government 
spending shocks appear to have significant international repercussions 
under pegged exchange rates. An American government-spending shock 
had slightly larger international effects-perhaps  due to the induced 
increase in American nominal money-but  the absolute magnitudes were 
nonetheless very small. The domestic effects of  a British money shock 
were primarily on the price level, with real income effects negligible; a 
government spending shock had significant transitory real income effects 
as well as price effects. A German money shock on the other hand had 
significant  effects on both the  domestic price level and real income while a 
government  spending  shock  had  none.  The  American  government- 
spending shock affected both the domestic price level and real income. 
7.4  Conclusion and Implications for Future Research 
Simulation experiments help us to understand the workings of  a large 
model in which the simultaneous and dynamic relations are too compli- 
cated to consider  analytically. The results of  the experiments tell us 
something about how the world would operate for a given model spe- 
cification and coefficient values which are not inconsistent with a set of 
data. The results may tell us something about the way the world works, 
but they surely tell us more about just what simplifications  in our simple 
models may lead to erroneous results. 
Consider, for example, standard models in which an increased domes- 
tic money supply leads to lower domestic relative to foreign interest rates 
and  a resulting  adjustment process.  This implicitly assumes that  the 
21.  That is, the 100 basis point increase in government spending is implicitly a 57 basis 
point permanent increase. Government spending averages about 40%  of  total income in 
Britain, so this increase is .4  x  57, or 0.228%, of  real income. 201  Simulation Experiments 
liquidity effect dominates any inflationary expectations effect on interest 
rates during the relevant adjustment period. With relatively weak liquid- 
ity effects and strong  expectations effects as estimated here, the transmis- 
sion and adjustment process does not follow standard lines.22 
The simulations confirm the apparent implications of  the Mark I11 
estimates: International transmission of inflation through money flows is 
a weak and slow process even under pegged exchange rates, with non- 
reserve countries exercising considerable short-run control over their 
money supplies. Of  the four nonreserve countries examined, only Ger- 
many appeared to quickly-if  partially-adjust  its money supply to a 
U.S. monetary shock while for the United Kingdom and Canada the only 
simulated transmission was via absorption effects. Further, when a Ger- 
man monetary supply shock was simulated, overwhelming balance-of- 
payments flows were not simulated so that substantial money, real in- 
come, and price effects were observed. These simulations certainly do 
not disprove the usefulness of the monetary approach to the balance of 
payments in the short run, but they do contribute to a growing body of 
literature which raises questions about its short-run usefulness. 
The floating results were too unstable to be of much use. At best they 
suggest that the implications of  short-run inelasticity of import demand 
(J-curves) should be investigated further. If the world, like the Mark IV 
Model, is characterized by imperfect international substitutability among 
goods and assets, J-curves may play a significant role in the adjustment 
and transmission process. 
The nonreserve money-shock experiments revealed no significant in- 
ternational transmission  under either pegged  or floating rates. Some 
monetary approach writers2’  have argued that an increase in these coun- 
tries’ domestic credit would result in a generalized increase in the world 
money supply, but this is incorrect for a system such as Bretton Woods 
tied to a fiat reserve currency with reserves being dollar-denominated 
bonds.24  Since monetary transmission is nil under either pegged or float- 
ing rates, only the very small increase in world export demand is opera- 
tive and this is trivial in magnitude for a money shock in any one of these 
nonreserve countries. 
The government  spending shocks were generally too weak in their 
domestic effects to have  any appreciable  impact  abroad. The largest 
22.  Dan Lee demonstrates in chapter 12 below that Dornbusch’s (1976) famous over- 
shooting result for floating exchange rates follows from allowing participants in the financial 
markets to have rational expectations with respect to exchange rates but not prices: Recall 
that Dornbusch argued that lower home interest rates after a money-shock increase must be 
balanced by (rational) expectations of  an appreciating currency and this implies an initial 
overdepreciation. If the interest rate instead rises with (rational) inflationary expectations, 
then expectations of  depreciation are appropriate and the overshooting argument falls. 
23.  See, for example, Swoboda (1976), Meiselman and Laffer (1975), and Parkin and 
Zis (1976a, b). 
24.  This point is developed at length in Darby (1980) and chapter 16. 202  Chapter Seven 
simulated  effect  was  in  the United  States,  with  a  peak  government 
spending multiplier of  about 1.5 inclusive of the reinforcing effects of  an 
induced nominal money increase. However, the initial 1% increase in 
real government spending is implicitly permanent in the United States, 
half permanent in the United Kingdom, and one-quarter permanent in 
Germany. 
In conclusion, the simulation results suggest a great deal of  national 
economic  independence  under  pegged  and-by  implication-floating 
exchange rates. These results, although surprising, are consistent with 
the evidence reported elsewhere in this volume. A first order for research 
in international macroeconomics is to explain why the data fail to disclose 
the strong transmission channels we customarily assume. 
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Appendix 
The Mark IV International 
Transmission Simulation Model 
This appendix lists the Mark IV Model. Table 7.2 defines the variables 
used. Table 7.3  lists the Mark IV-PEG  used for simulations in the pegged 
period.  Table 7.4 lists the Mark IV-FLT  used  for simulations in the 
floating period. Note that the “Coefficient and Parameter Values” at the 
ends of  tables 7.3 and 7.4 contain a number of  extraneous coefficients 
which are irrelevant to the Mark IV Model. The model is resident in the 
TROLL system at MIT. The Mark IV is a simplified version of the Mark I11 
Model described in chapters 5 and 6. 
A few notes on TROLL’S  modeling language are in order: An asterisk 
indicates multiplication. A negative number in parentheses immediately 
following a variable denotes that the variable is lagged that many quar- 
ters: X( -  1) = X-l. The first difference operator is DEL(1: X) = X - 
X( -  1).  Double equal signs ( = =  ) are used for identities with the excep- 
tion of permanent income identities. 203  Simulation Experiments 
Table 7.2 
Country mnemonics are indicated in the listing below by  double asterisks (**). The 
mnemonics are:. 
CA  Canada  JA  Japan 
FR  France  NE  Netherlands 
GE  Germany  UK  United Kingdom 
Definitions of  Variables and Parameters in the Mark IV Model 
IT  Italy 











GRPXl * *2 




LNMN*  * 








US  United States 
Balance of payments divided by GNP (or GDP if GNP is unavailable.) The 
balance of  payments is on  the official reserve settlements basis. 
Net capital outflows as a fraction of GNP (measured as (TOY** 
Revaluation dummies with 0 everywhere except 19611, 1967IV, or 
1969111, respectively. 
= XTOY** - ITOY** - BTOY**). 
Nominal income weight; share of  country ** in total sample nominal 
income. 
Error terms for ARIMA process of exchange-rate expectation forma- 
tion as defined in model. 
Expected annualized growth rate of  the exchange rate from present 
quarter to next quarter. 
Expected annualized growth rate of  the price level from present quar- 
ter to next quarter. 
Imports as a fraction of  GNP. 
Logarithm of  the exchange rate measured in domestic currency units 
(DCUs) per U.S. dollar (LNEUS = 1). 
Innovation in the logarithm of  real government spending based on a 
univariate ARIMA process. 
Innovation in money; LNMN** - LNMN**EX. 
Logarithm of  money stock measured in billions of DCUs. 
Expected value of  LNMN** based on a univariate ARIMA process. 
Logarithm of  the price deflator for GNP (or GDP). These deflators are 
measured in DCUs per 1970 DCU; so LNP** = 0 for 1970. 
Logarithm of  import price index (LNPIM** = 0 for 1970). 
Logarithm of  an index of  foreign prices converted by  exchange rates 
into U.S. dollars per 1970 U.S. dollar (LNPR** = 0 for 1970). 
Logarithm of  relative price of  imports; LNPIM** - LNP**. 
Logarithm of  an index the real price of  oil based on deflating the 
dollar price of  Venezuelan oil by the U.S. deflator. (LNRPOIL = 0 
for 1970). 
Logarithm of  real GNP (or GDP if GNP is unavailable) measured in 
billions of  1970 DCUs. 
Logarithm of  permanent income measured in billions of  1970 DCUs. 204  Chapter Seven 









XP*  * 
XIOY  * * 
XTOY **EX 




z2*  * 1 
ZP"  * 
Logarithm of  an index of  foreign real income (LNYRR** = 0 for 
1970). 
Logarithmic transitory income; LNYR** - LNYR**P. 
Logarithmic difference between actual and parity value of the ex- 
change rate. 
Short-term nominal interest rate in decimal per annurn form. (Three- 
months treasury bill yield where available; but a long-term government 
bond yicld had to be used for Italy.) 
Variables used to simulate the expccted-inflation-rate  transfer 
functions. 
Time index (19551 = 1, 195511 = 2, etc.). 
Unemployment rate in decimal form. 
Trend quarterly growth rate of  real income used in computing 
logarithmic permment income. 
Exports as a fraction of  GNP. 
Expected value of  XTOY** based on a univariate ARIMA process. 
Innovation in scaled exports; XTOY** - XTOY**EX. 
Variables used to simulate the expected-inflation-rate  transfer 
functions. 
Weight of  current income in forming logarithmic permanent income 
(taken as 0.025 in all cases). 205  Simulation Experiments 
Table 7.3  The Pegged Period Model: Mark IV-PEG 
SYMBOL DECLARATIONS 
._-  - -  -- 
GkEUKXll  GRPXlCAl- GRPXlFRl  GRPXlGEl  GRPXl  IT1  GRPXlJA2  GRPXlNEl 
GRPXlUKl  GRPXlUS1  ITOYCA  ITOYFR  ITOYGE  ITOYIT  ITOYJA  ITOYNE  ITOYUK 
ITOYUS  LNMCAU  LNMFRU  LNMGEU  LNMITU  LNMJAU  LNMNCA  LNMNCAEX  LNMNEU 
1.NMNFR  1.NMNFREX  LNMNGE  LNMNGEEX  LNMNIT  LNMNITEX  LNMNJA  LNMNJAEX  __  .. -. .  . -.  ..  __ . . . 
LNMNNE  LNMNNEEX  LNMNUK  LNMNUKEX  LNMNUS  LNMNUSEX  LNMUKU  LNMUSU  LNPCA 
LNPFR  LNPGE  LNPIMCA  LNPIMFR  LNPIMIT  LNPIMJA  LNPIMNE  LNPIMUK  LNPIMUS 
LNPIT  LNPJA  LNPNE  LNPRCA  LNPRFR  LNPRGE  LNPRIT  LNPRJA  LNPRNE  LNPRUK  - 
LNPRUS  LNPUK LNPUS  LNQIMCA  LNQIMFR  LNQIMIT  LNQIMJA  LNQIMNE  LNQIMUK 
LNQIMUS  LNYRCA  LNYRCAP  LNYRFR  LNYRFRP  LNYRGE  LNYRGEP  LNYRIT  LNYRITP 
LNYRJA  LNYRJAP  LNYRNE  LNYRNEP  LNYRRCA  LNYRRFR  LNYRRGE  LNTRRIT  LNYRRJA 
LNYRRNE  LNYRRUK  LNYRRUS  LNYRTCA  LNYRTFR  LNYRTGE  LNYRTIT  LNYRTJA 
LNYRTNE  LNYRTUK  LNYRTUS  LNYRUK  LNYRUKP  LNYRUS  LNYRUSP  RCA  RFR  RGE 
RIT  RJA  RNE  RUK  RUS  SGRPXlCl  SGRPXlFl  SGRPXlIl  SGRPXlJ2  UNFR  UNUK 
UNUS  XTOYCA  XTOYCAEX  XTOYCAU  XTOYFR  XTOYFREX  XTOYFRU  XTOYGE  XTOYGEEX 
XTOYGEU  XTOYIT  XTOYITEX  XTOYITU  XTOYJA  XTOYJAEX  XTOYJAU  XTOYNE 
XTOYNEEX  XTOYNEU  XTOYUK  XTOYUKEX  XTOYUKU  XTOYUS  XTOYUSEX  XTOYUSU 
ZlCAlL  ZlGElL  ZlIT1  ZlJAZ  ZlNElL  ZlUKlL  ZlUSlL  Z2FR1 
EXOGENOUS  : 
DMY611  DMY674  DMY693  LNECA  LNEFR  LNEGE  LNEIT  LNEJA  LNENE  LNEUK 
LNEUS  LNGCAU  LNGFRU  LNGGEU  LNGITU  LNGJAU  LNGNEU  LNGUKU  LNGUSU 
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lOUK  I 
COEFFICIENT: 
AlCA  AlFR  AlGE  AlIT  AlJA  AlNE  AlUK  AlUS  AlOIT  AlOJA  AlONE  AlOUS 
AllCA  A11FR  AllGE  AllIT  AllJA  AllNE  AllUS  Al2GE  AlZNE  Al2UK  A12US 
A13GE  A13IT  A13JA  A13NE  Al4CA  Al4GE  A14JA  Al4NE  A2CA  A2FR  A2GE 
A2IT  AZJA  A2NE  A2UK  A2US  A3CA  A3FR  A3GE  A3NE  A3UK  A3US  A4CA  A4NE 
A4US  A5CA  A5IT  A5JA  A5NE  AKA A6NE  A6US  A7FR  A7GE  A7NE  A7UK  ABCA 
ABGE  ABNE  ABUS  ASFR  A9NE  A9UK  ASUS  BlCA  BlFR  BlGE  BlIT  BlJA  BlNE 
BlUK  BlUS  BlOFR  BlOJA  BlONE  BlOUK  B2CA  BZFR  BZGE  B2IT  B2JA  B2NE 
B2UK  B2US  B3CA  B3JA  B3NE  B3UK  B3US  BICA  B4FR  B4GE  B4IT  B4JA  B4NE 
B4UK  B4US  B5CA  B5FR  BSGE  B5IT  B5JA 
B6IT  B6JA  B6NE  B6UK  B6US  B7CA  B7FR 
BBGE  BBIT  BBJA  BBNE  BBUS  BSCA  BSGE 
CZOFR  C2OUK  C2OUS  C2lFR  C21UK  CZlUS 
C23'JS  C24UK  C24US  C25FR  C25UK  C26US 
DOIT  DOJA  DONE  DOUK  DOUS  DlCA  DlFR 
DlOIT  DlONE  DlOUK  DlOUS  DllIT  DllNE 
D14CA  D14FR  D14GE  D14IT  Dl4JA  D14NE 
D15NE  D15UK  D15US  D16JA  D16US  D2FR 
D3US  D4CA  D4IT  D4JA  D4NE  DSCA  D5JA 
D7JA  DBCA  DSCA  ElCA  ElFR  ElGE  ElIT 
EllFR  EllNE  EllUK  EllUS  El2FR  El2JA 
E13JA  E13UK  El4CA  E14FR  El4GE  El4IT 
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BICA 
AlOIT  AlOJA  AlONE  AlOUS 
Al2GE  AlZNE  Al2UK  A12US 
Al4NE  A2CA  A2FR  A2GE 
A3NE  A3UK  A3US  A4CA  A4NE 
A7FR  A7GE  A7NE  A7UK  ABCA 
BlFR  BlGE  BlIT  BlJA  BlNE 
B4FR  B4GE  B4IT  B4JA  B4NE 
B5NE  B5UK  B5US  B6CA  B6FR  B6GE 
B7GE  B7IT  BlJA  BlNE  B7US  BBCA 
B9IT  B9JA  B9NE  ClFR  ClUK  ClUS 
C22FR  C22UK  C22US  C23FR  C23UK 
C27FR  C27US  DOCA  DOFR  DDGE 
DlGE  DlIT  DlJA  DlNE  DlUK  D1US 
!FR  BZGE  B2IT  B2JA  B2NE 
DllUS  Dl2FR  D12US  D13NE  D13UK 
Dl4UK  D14US  D15CA  D15FR  D15JA 
D2JA  DZUK  D2US  D3FR  D3JA  D3NE 
D5UK  D5US  D6CA  D6FR  D6UK  D7IT 
ElJA  ElNE  ElUK  ElUS  ElOCA 
E12NE  ElZUX  El2US  E13FR  E13IT 
El4JA  El4NE  E14UK  E15CA  E15IT 
E16UK  E17CA  E17JA  E17NE  ElBFR 
ElBJA  ElBUK  E19CA  E19JA  E2CA  E2FR  E2IT  E2NE  E2US  E2OUS  E2lUS 
E3GE  E3NE  E3UK  E4CA  E4FR  E4IT  E4NE  E4UK  ESIT  ESNE  ESUS  E6FR 
E6JA  E6NE  E7GE  E7JA  E7NE  EBFR  EBGE  EBJA  EBUS  E9FR  E9GE  FOCA 
FOIT  FOJA  FONE  FOUK  FOUS  FlONE  FlOUS  F2OIT  F2ONE  FZOUS  F30JA 
F4OCA  FIOFR  F4OJA  F4ONE  F4OUS  FSOCA  FSOFR  F5OIT  F5OJA  FSONE 
F5OUS  F6OFR  F60JA  F60NE  F60UK  GOCA  GOFR  GOGE  GOIT  GOJA  GONE 
GOUS  GlJA  GlNE  GlUS  GlOCA  GlOGE  Gl2UK  Gl2US  G2NE  G2UK  G2OCA 
G22UK  G22US  G3FR  G31T  G3JA  G3NE  G30CA  G30GE  G32UK  G32US  G4FR 
G4JA  G4NE  G5FR  GSIT  GSJA  G5NE  G6CA  G6FR  G6GE  G6IT  GLNE  G6UK 
G7NE  G7UK  GBCA  GBFR  GBGE  GBJA  GBUK  GSCA  GSFR  GSGE  HOCA  HOFR 
HOIT  HOJA  HONE  HOUK  HOUS  HlFR  HlGE  HlJA  HlNE  HlUK  HlUS  HlOGE 
HlONE  HlOUK  HllCA  HllFR  H11IT  HllUK  Hl2CA  Hl2FR  H12GE  Hl2JA 
H13CA  H131T  H13JA  H13NE  H13UK  Hl4JA  H14NE  Hl4UK  HlSCA  H15FR 
H15IT  Hl5UK  H2US  H3CA  H3FR  H3IT  H3UK  H3US  H4CA  H4UK  H4US 
H5FR  H5GE  HSIT  H5JA  H5NE  HSUK  H6IT  H6JA  H6NE  H7CA  H7FR  H7IT 
H7NE  H7UK  HBCA  HBFR  HBGE  HBIT  HBJA  HBNE  HBUK  HBUS  H9CA  H9FR 
H9JA  IOCA  IOFR  IOGE  IOIT  IOJA  IONE  IOUK  IOUS  IlCA  IlFR  IlGE 
IlJA  IlNE  IlUK  IlUS  I2CA  IZFR  IZGE  I2IT  IZJA  I2NE  I2UK  IZUS 
I3GE  I3IT  I3JA  13NE  I3UK  I3US  I4CA  I4FR  I4US  I5CA  I5FR  I5NE 
ISUS  I6IT  I6JA  I6UK  I6US  I7FR  I7IT  I7US  18JA  KOCA  KOFR  KOGE 206  Chapter Seven 
Table 7.3 (continued) 
KOIT  KOJA  KONE  KOUK  KOUS  KlGE  KlNE  KlUK  KlOCA  KlOUK  KlOUS  KllFR 
KllIT  KilNE  KilUK  KllUS  K12IT  K13CA  K13IT  K14FR  K14IT  Kl4JA  K14NE 
Kl4UK  K14US  K15FR  K15IT  K15JA  K15NE  K15UK  K15US  K2CA  K2FR  K2IT 
KZJA  KZNE  KZUK  KZUS  K3CA  K3UK  K3US  K4GE  K41T  K4NE  K4UK  K4US  K5CA 
K5JA  K5US  K6CA  K6FR  K6GE  K6IT  K6JA  K6NE  K7JA  K7UK  K8UK  K9CA  KSFR 
KSGE  KSIT  KSJA  K9NE  K9UK  K9US  LOCA  LOFR  LOGE  LOIT  LOJA  LONE  LOUK 
LlCA  LlFR  LlGE  LlJA  L31T  L3JA  L3NE  L4CA  L4FR  L4GE  L4IT  L4JA  L4NE 
L4UK  L5CA  L5FR  L5IT  L5JA  LSNE  L5UK  L6FR  L6JA  L7FR 
PARAMETER: 
DVCA  DVFR  DVGE  DVIT  DVJA  DVNE  DVUK  DVUS  XPCA  XPFR  XPGE  XPIT  XPJA 























LNYRUSP =  (l-ZPUS)*XPUS+ZPUS*LNYRUS+(l-ZPUS)*LNYRUSP(-l) 
4*BTOYUS ==  XTOYUS-ITOYUS-CTOYUS 
LNQIMUS ==  LNPIMUS-LNPUS 
LNMUSU ==  LNMNUS-LNMNUSEX 
LNMNUSEX ==  Z*LNMNUS(-1)-LNMNUS(-Z)-O.44337*(DEL(1  : LNMNUS(-l))- 
DEL(1 : LNMNUS(-2)))+0.00021-0.60994*LNMUSU~-Z) 
XTOYUSU ==  XTOVUS-XTOYUSEX 
XTOYUSEX ==  XTOYUS(-l)+O.35462*XTOYUSU~-Z~+O.2OZZ8*XTOYUSU~-3~+ 
0.00053 
LNYRTUS ==  LNYRUS-LNYRUSP 
LNYRRUS ==  (DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVUS)-7.40946 
LNPRUS ==  (DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR 
) +DVGE*  (LNPGE-LNEGE)  +DVIT*  (LNPIT-LNEIT)  +DVJA*  ( LNPJA-LNEJA)  +DVNE*  ( 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVUS)’2.53058 
GREUKXll ==  4*(LOUK+L4UK’DEL(l  : LNEUK)+L5UK*DMY674(-1)) 
ZlUSlL ==  4*DEL(l : LNPUS)-GRPXlUSl(-l) 
GRPXlUSl ==  4*(KOUS+KZUS*LNMNUS(-l)+K3US*LNMNUS(-2)+K4US*DEL(l : 
LNYRUS(-1))+K5US*RUS+K9US*LNPUS(-1)+K1OUS*LNPUS(-2)+K11US*LNMUSU( 
-1)  )+K14US’Z1USlL+K15US*ZlUSlL(-1) 




DEL(1 : UNUS) =  ClUS+C2OUS*DEL(l : LNYRUS)*C21US*DEL(l : LNYRUS(-l 
))+C22USBDEL(1  : LNYRUS(-2))+C23US*DEL(l : LNYRUS(-3))+CZ4US*DEL(l 
: LNYRUS(-4))+C26US*DEL(l  : LNYRUS(-6))+CZ7US*DEL(l  : LNYRUS(-7)) 
DEL(1 : LNMNUS) =  ElUS+EZUS*T+O*LNGUSU+E5US*(LNGUSU(-3)+LNGUSU(-4) 
)+E8US*(LNPUS(-3)-LNPUS(-5))+O*UNUS(-l)+EllUS*UNUS(-2)+ElZUS*UNUS( 
-3)+O*UNUS(-4)+EZOUS*DEL(l : LNMNVS(-l))+EZlUS*DEL(l  : LNMNUS(-2)) 




LNPIMUS =  LNPIMUS(-l)+FOUS+FlOUS*DEL(l : LNPIMUS(-l))+FZOUS’DEL(l 
: LNRPOIL)+O*DEL(l  : LNYRRUS)+F40US*DEL(l : ITOYUS)+F50US*DEL(1 
: LNPRUS) 
ITOYUS =  IOUS+I1US*ITOYUS(-1)+I2US*LNYRUSP+I3US*LNYRTUS+I4US* 
LNYRTUS~-1~+I5US*LNOIMUS+I6US*LNOIMUS~-l~+I7US*LNOIMUS~-~~+O* 
LNQIMUS(63) 
XTOYUS =  HOUS+HlUS*LNRPOIL+ZI2US*LNYRTUS+H3US*T+H4US*XTOYUS(-l)+O* 
XTOYUS~-2~+O*LNPRUS+O*LNPRUS~-l~+H~US*LNYRRUS+O*LNYRRUS~-l~+O* 
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Table 7.3  (continued) 
22:  CTOYUS =  GOUS+G1US*T+O*LNRPOIL+O*RUS+O*GREUKXll+O*RUK+G6US*(XMYUS 
-ITOYUS)+~*LNYRTUS+O*DEL(~  : LNYRUS)+O*DEL(~ :  LNYRRUS)+O*DEL(~ : 
RUS)+O*DEL(l :  RUS(-l))+GlZUS*DEL(l  :  RUS(-2))+O'DEL(l  :  RUK)+O* 
DEL(1 :  RUK(-l))+GZZUS*DEL(l  : RUK(-2))+0*DEL(1  : GREUKXll)+O"DEL( 


























LNYRUKP =  (l-ZPUK)*XPUK+ZPUK*LNYRUK+(l-ZPUK)*LNYRUKP(-l) 
LNQIMUK ==  LNPIMUK-LNPUK 
LNMUKU ==  LNMNUK-LNMNUKEX 
LNMNUKEX ==  LNMNUK(-1)+0.21096*(LNMNUK(-l)-LNMNUK(-2))+0.28454*( 
LNMNUK(-Z)-LNMNUK(-3))+0.00627 
XTOYUKU ==  XTOYUK-XTOYUKEX 
XTOYUKEK == XTOYUK(-1)+0.2491*XTOYLJKU(-2)-0.14272*XTOYUKU(-4)- 
0.37838*XTOYUKU(-7)+0.00084 
4*BTOYUK ==  XTOYUK-ITOYUK-CTOYUK 
LNYRTUK ==  LNYRUK-LNYRUKP 
LNYRRUK ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNEnLNYRNE)*l/(1-DVUK)-7.36068 
LNPRUK ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR 
LNPNE-LNENE))'l/(l-DVUK)+1.32478 
ZlUKlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPUK)-GRPXlUKl(-l) 
GRPXlUKl  ==  4*(KOUK+KlUK*LNMNUKEX+K2UK*LNMNUK(-l)+K3UK*LNMNUK(-2)+ 





LNPUK =  BlUK+LNMNUK+BZUK*LNYRUKP+B3UK*LNYRTUK+B4UK*RUK+BlOUK'(RUS+ 
GREUKX11)+85UK'(LNMNUK(-l)-LNPUK(-l)  )+B6UK*LNMUKU+0*LNMUKU(-1)+Of 
LNMUKU(-Z)+O*LNMUKU(-3) 
r.NVRUK  =  AlUK+A,IUK*LNYRUKP(-l)+(l-AZUK)*LNYRUK(-1)+A3UK*LNMUKU+O* 
+O*XTOYUKU(  -3 ) 
DEL(1 :  UNUK) =  ClUK+C2OUK*DEL(l : LNYRUK)+CZlUK*DEL(l :  LNYRUK(-l 
))+CZZUK*DEL(l  : LNYRUK(-2))+C23UK*DEL(1 :  LNYRUK(-3))+C24UK*DEL(l 
: LNYRUK(-4))+C25UK*DEL(l  :  LNYRUK(-5)) 
DEL(1 : LNMNUK)  =  E1UKiO'TiE3UK*LNGUKU+E4UX*~LNGUKU~-l~+LNGUKU~-2~ 
)+El  lUX*UNUK(  -2  ) +ElZUK*UNUK(  -3)  +E13UK'UNUK(  -4 ) +EI4UK'BTOYUK*E15UK' 
O~BTOYUK+E16UK*~BTOYUK~-1)+BTOYUK~-2~~+El8UK*~BTOYUK~-3~+BTOYUK~-4 
)) 




LNPIMUK =  LNPIMUK(-l)+FOUX+F3OUK'DEL(l  I  LNYRRUK)+FSOWK*DEL(l : 
LNPRUK)+F60UK*DEL(l :  LNEUK) 
ITOYUK =  IOUK*I1UK*ITOYUK~-l~+I2UK*LNYRUKP+I3UK*SNYRTUK+O*LNYRTUK~ 
-l~+I5UK*LNQIHUX+I6UX*LNQlMUK~-1~*O*LNQIMUK~-2~+O*LNQIMUK~-3~ 
XTOYUK =  HOUKtHlUK'LNEUK~~H3UK+H4UK*O~*LNEUK~-1~+H5UK'LNRPOIL+O* 
LNYRTUK+H7UY.*T+HBUK*XTOYUK~-l)+O*XTOYUK(-2)+H1OUK*LNPRUK+H11UK* 
LNPRUK~-1~+O*LNYRRUKIH13UK*~NYRRUK~-l~+Hl4UK*~NPUK~HlSUK*LNPUK~-l~ 
CTOYUK =  GOUKtG2UK*LNRPOIL+G6UK'(XTOYUK-ITOYUK)*G7UK*LNYRTUKtG8UK' 
DEL(1 :  LNYRUK)+ClZUK*DEL(l : RUK(-?))+G22UK*DEL(I  : RUS(-2))+ 
G32UK*DEL(1 :  GREUKX11(-2)) 
LNYRCAP =  (1-ZPCA)*XPCA+ZPCA*SNYRCAi(l-ZPCA)*LNYRCAP(-l) 
LNQIHCA ==  LNPIMCA-LNPCA 
LNMUU  ==  LNMNCA-LNMNCAEX 
XTOYCAU ==  XTOYCA-XTOYCAEX 208  Chapter Seven 






























XTOYCAEX ==  XTOYCA(-1)-O.2O227*~XTOYCA~-l~-XTOYCA~-2~~+O.OOO75- 
0.30644*XTOYCAU(-8) 
LNMNCAEX ==  2*LNMNCA(-l)-LNMNCA(-2)-0.64605*(DEL(l  : LNMNCA(-l))- 
DEL(1 : LNMNCA(-2)))-0.65993*(DEL(l  : LNMNCA(-2))-DEL(l  : LNMNCA( 
-3)))+0.0004-0.46226*LNMCAU(-3)-0.58997*LNMCAU(-4) 
4*BTOYCA ==  XTOYCA-ITOYCA-CTOYCA 
LNYRTCA ==  LNYRCA-LNYRCAP 
LNYRRCA ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVCA)-7.26361 
LNPRCA ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR 
LNPNE-LNENE))'l/(l-DVCA)+1.24117 
ZlCAlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPCA)-SGR?XlCl(-l) 
)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVJA*(LNPJA-LNEJA)+DVNE*( 
SGRPXlCl ==  4*(KOCA+K2CA*LNMNCA(-l)+K3CA*LNMNCA(-2)+K5CA*RCA+K6CA* 
RCA(-l)+K9CA*LNPCA(-l)+KlOCA*LNPCA(-2)+Kl3CA*LNMCAU(-3)) 
GRPXlCAl ==  SGRPXlC1-0.64968*ZlCAlL(-l) 
ERCAlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNECA)-GRECAXll(-l) 
GRECAXll =  4*(LOCA+LlCA*BTOYCA+L4CA*DEL(l : LNECA))+LSCA*ERCAlL 
LNPCA =  BlCA+LNMNCA+B2CA*LNYRCAP+B3CA*LNYRTCA+B4CA*RCA+BSCA*( 
LNMNCA(-l)-LNPCA(-l))+B6CA*LNMCAU+B7CA*LNCAU(-1)+88CA*LNMCAU(-2)+ 
89CA*LNMCAU(-3) 




RCA =  DOCA+D1CA*GRPX1CA1+Dl4CA*RCA~-l~+Dl5CA*T+D4CA*LNMCAU~-2~~ 
DSCA*LNMCAU(-3)+D6CA*LNGCAU+DBCA*LNGCAU(-Z)+D9CA*LNGCAU(-3) 
LNPIMCA =  LNPIMCA(-l)+FOCA+F40CA*DEL(l : ITOYCA)+F5OCA*DEL(l  : 
LNPRCA) 
ITOYCA =  IOCA+IlCA*ITOYCA(-l)+I2CA*LNYRCAP+I4CA*LNYRTCA(-l)+I5CA* 
LNQIMCA 
XTOYCA =  HOCA+(H3CA+H4CA*O)*LNECA(-1)+HSCA*LNRPOIL+O*LNYRTCA+H7CA* 
T+HBCA*XTOYCA~-1~+H9CA*XTOYCA(-2)+O*LNPRCA+HllCA*LNPRCA~-l~+Hl2CA* 
LNYRRCA+H13CARLNYRRCA(-1)+O*LNPCA+H15CA*LNPCA(-1) 
CTOYCA =  GOCA+G6CA*(XTOYCA-ITOYCA)+G8CA*DEL(l :  LNYRCA)+GgCA*DEL(l 
GRECAXl  1  ) 
LNYRFRP =  (l-ZPFR)*XPFR+ZPFR*LNYRFR+(l-ZPFR)*LNYRFRP(-l) 
LNQIMFR ==  LNPIMFR-LNPFR 
LNMFRU ==  LNMNFR-LNMNFREX 
LNMNFREX ==  LNMNFR(-1)+0.54204*(L~FR(-l)-LNMNFR(-2))+0.01294+ 
0.45793*LNMFRU(-6) 
XTOYFRU == XTOYFR-XTOYFREX 
:  LNYRRCA)+GlOCA*DEL(l : RCA)+GZOCA*DEL(l  : RUS)+G30CA*DEL(l : 
XTOYFREX ==  XTOYFR(-1~-0.23545*~XTOYFR~-l~-XTOYFR~-2~~+0.26~19* 
XTOYFRU(-2)-0.36552*XTOYFRLI~-4)+O.OOl3l 
4*BTOYFR =I  XTOYFR-ITOYFR-CTOYFR 
LNYRTFR ==  LNYRFR-LNYRFRP 
LNYRRFR ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE'LNYRNE)*1/(1-DVFR)-7.18014 
LNPRFR ==  (DVUS'(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVU\*(LNPCA-LNECA 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVFR)+1.14182 
)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVJA*(LNPJA-LNEJA)+DVNE*( 209  Simulation Experiments 





























ZZFRl ==  4*DEL(1  : LNPFR)-SGRPXlFl(-l) 
SGRPXlFl ==  4"(KOFR+KZFR*DEL(l :  LNMNFR(-l))+K6FR*RFR(-l)+K9FR*DEL 
(1 :  LNPFR(-~))+K~~FR*LNMFRU(-~)) 
GRPXlFRl ==  SGRPX1F1+K14FR*ZZFR1+Kl5FR*Z2FRl~-l) 
ERFRlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNEFR)-GREFRXll(-l) 
GREFRXll =  4*(LOFR+LlFR*BTOYFR+L4FR*DEL(l : LNEFR)+LSFR*DMY693(-1) 
)+L6FR*ERFRlL+L7FR*ERFRlL(-l) 
LNPFR =  BlFR+LNMNFR+BZFR*LNYRFRP+O*LNYRTFR+B4FR*RFR+BlOFR*(RUS+ 
GREFRXll~+B5FR*~LNMNFR~-1~-LNPFR~-1~~+B6FR*LNMFRU+B7FR*LNFRU~-l~+ 
O*LNMFRU(-2)+0*LNMFRU(-3) 
LNYRFR  AlFR+A2FR*LNYRFRP(-l)+(l-AZFR)*LNYRFR(-l)+A3FR*LNMFRU+ 
A7FR*LNGFRU+A9FR*LNGFRU(-2)+AllFR*XTOYFRU 
DEL(1 : UNFR) =  ClFR+CZOFR*DEL(l : LNYRFR)+CZlFR*DEL(l : LNYRFR(-l 
))+C22FR*DEL(1 : LNYRFR(-Z))+C23FR*DEL(l  : LNYRFR(-3))+C25FR*DEL(l 
: LNYRFR(-5))+C27FR+DEL(l :  LNYRFR(-7)) 




RFR =  DOFR+DlFR*GRPXlFRl+Dl4FR*RFR~-l~+Dl5FR*T+D2FR*LNMFRU+D3FR* 
LNMFRU(-l)+D6FR*LNGFRU+D12FR*XTOYFRU(-2) 
LNPIMFR =  LNPlMFR(-l)+FOFR+F40FR*DEL(l  : ITOYFR)+FSOFR*DEL(l : 
LNPRFR)+F6OFR*DEL(l :  LNEFR) 
ITOYFR =  IOFR+I1FR*ITOYFR~-1~+I2FR*LNYRFRP+I3FR*LNYRTFR+l4FR* 
LNYR~FR~-1~+I5FR*LNQIMFR+O*LNQIMFR~-l~+I7FR*LNQlMFR~-2~+O*LN~lMFR~ 
-3) 
XTOYFR =  HOFR+HlFR*LNEFR+H3FR*LNEFR(-l)+H5FR*LNRPOIL+H7FR*T+H8FR* 
XTOYFR(-1~+H9FR*XTOYFR~-2~+HllFR*LNPRFR~-l~+Hl2FR*LNYRRFR+Hl5FR* 
LNPFR(  -1) 
+G~FR*DEL(~  : LNYRFR)+G~FR*DEL(~  : LNYRRFR) 
CTOYFR =  GOFR+G3FR*RFR+G4FR*GREFRXll+G5FR*RUS+G6FR*~XTOYFR-ITOYFR~ 
LNYRGEP =  (l-ZPGE)*XPGE+ZPGE*LNYRGE+(l-ZPGE)*LNYRGEP(-l) 
LNMGEU ==  LNMNGE-LNMNGEEX 
LNMNGEEX ==  LNMNGE~-1~+0.02266+0.1074*LNMGEU~-1~+0.27425*LNMGEU~-2 
)+0.35616'LNMGEU(-3) 
XTOYGEU ==  XTOYGE-XTOYGEEX 
4"BTOYGE ==  XTOYGE-ITOYGE-CTOYGE 
XTOYGEEX == XT0YGE(-1)-0.42012*XT0YGEU(-4)+0.00141 
LNYRTGE ==  LNYRGE-LNYRGEP 
LNYRRGE ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVGE)-7.20584 
LNPRGE ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)+DVIT* (LNPIT-LNEIT)  +DVJA*  (LNPJA-LNEJA)+DVNE*'( 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVGE)+l.17274 
ZlGElL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPGE)-GRPXlGEl(-l) 
GRPXlGEl ==  4*(KOGE+KlGE*(LNMNGEEX-LNMNGE(-l))+K4GE*DPL(l  : LNYRGE 
~-1)~+K6GE*RGE~-1~+K9GE*~LNPGE~-l~-LNPGE~-2~~~+O.O475*ZlGElL- 
0.4236*ZlGElL(-l) 
GREGEX21 ==  4*(LOGE+LlGE*BTOYGE+L4GE*DEL(l : LNEGE)) 
LNPGE =  BlGE+LNMNGE+BZGE*LNYRGEP+O*LNYRTGE+B4GE*RGE+O*(RUS+ 
GREGEXZl)+B5GE*(LNMNGE(-l)-LNPGE(-l))+B6GE*LNMGEU+B7GE*LNMGEU(-l)+ 
BBGE*LNMGEU(-2)+B9GE*LNMGEU(-3) 
LNYRGE =  AlGE+A2GE*LNYRGEP(-l)+(l-AZGE)'LNYRGE(-l)+A3GE*LNMGEU+O* 
LNMGEU(-1)+O*LNMGEU(-2)+OfLNMGEU(-3)+A7GE*LNGGEU+A8GE*LNGGEU(-l)+O 
*LNGGEU~-2~+0*LNGGEU~-3~+AllGE*XTOYGEU+Al2GE*XTOYGEU~-l~+Al3GE* 
XTOYGEU(-Z)+Al4GE*XTOYGEU(-3) 210  Chapter Seven 
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ITOYGE =  IOGE*I1GE*ITOYGE(-1)-12GE*LNYRGEP*I3GE*LNYRTCE+O~LNYRTGE~ 
-1) 
XTOYGE =  HOGE+H1GE*LIJU;E+O*LNEGE~-1~+H5GE'~RPOIL+O'LNYRTGE+O"T+ 
HBGE*XTOYGE(-1~+O*XTOYGE~-2~+HlOGEnLNPRGE+Oa~PRGE~-l~+H1~GE" 
LNYRRGE*O*LNYRRGE(-l)+O*LN?GE+Hl5GE'LNPGE(-l) 
CTOYGE =  GOGE+O*T+O*LNRPOIL+O'RGEtO*GRECEX2l*O*RUS+G6GE*~XTCYGE- 
ITOYGE)+O*LNYRTGE+GBGE*DEL(l : LNYRGE)+GgGE*DEL(l : LNYRRGE)+GlOGE 
*DEL(1 :  RGE)+O*DEL(l : RGE(-l))+O*DEL(l  : RGE(-Z))+GZOGE*DEL(l : 
RUS)+O*DEL(l : RUS(-l) )+O*DEL(l : RUS(-2))+G3OGE*DEL(1 : GREGEX21) 
+O*DEL(l : GREGEX21(-l))+O*DEL(l :  GREGEXZ1(-2)) 
LNYRITP =  (1-ZPIT)*XPIT+ZPIT*LNYRIT+(l-ZPIT)*LNYRITP(-l) 
LNQIMIT ==  LNPIMIT-LNPIT 
LNMITU ==  LNMNIT-LNMNITEX 
LNMNITEX == LNMNIT(-l)+O.l5625*(LNMNIT(-l)-LNMNIT(-2) )+0.02829+ 
0.35998*LNMITU(-2)+0.10908*LNMITU(-3) 
XTOYITU ==  XTOYIT-XTOYITEX 
XTOYITEX ==  XTOYIT(-1)-0.15095*(XTOYIT~-l~-XTOYIT~-2~~+0.19592'~ 
XTOYIT(-2~-XTOYIT(-3))-O.l43O7*XTOYITU~-8~+O.29~l4*XTOYITU~-ll~+ 
0.00221 
4*BTOYIT == XTOYIT-ITOYIT-CTOYIT 
LNYRTIT == LNYRIT-LNYRITP 
LNYRRIT  ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE* 
LNYRGE+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVIT)-6.93985 
LNPRIT ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
) +DVFR*  (LNPFR-LNEFR)  +DVGE*  (LNPGE-LNEGE)  IDVJA'  (LNPJA-LNEJA)  +DVNE*  ( 
LNPNE-LNENE))*~/(~-DVXT)+O,~~O~~~ 
ZlIT1 ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPIT)-SGRPXlIl(-l) 
SGRPXlIl == 4*(KOIT+K21T*DEL(l : LNMNIT(-l))+K41T*DEL(l : LNYRIT( 
-l))+KSIT*DEL(l :  LNPIT(-1))+K11IT*LNMITU(-l)+Kl2IT*LNMITU(-2)+ 
K13IT*LNMITU(-3)) 
GRPXlITl ==  SGRPX1I1+K14IT*Z1IT1+Kl5IT*ZlITl~-1~ 
ERITlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNEIT)-GREITXll(-l) 
GREITXll ==  4*(LOIT+L31T*PEGDIFIT+L4IT*DEL(l : LNEIT))+LSIT*ERITlL 
LNPIT =  B1IT+LNMNIT+B2IT*LNYRITP+O*LNYRTIT+B4IT*RIT+B5IT*~LNMNIT~ 
-1)-LNPIT(-1))+B6IT'LNMITU+B7IT*LNMITU(-l)+B8IT*LNMITU(-2)+B9IT* 
LNMITU(-3) 
LNYRIT =  A1IT+A2IT*LNYRITP(-1)+~l-A2IT)*LNYRIT~-1~+A5IT*LNMITU~-2~ 
+A1OIT*LNGITU~-3~+A1lIT*XTOYITU+A13IT*XTOYITU~-2~ 
DEL(1 : LNMNIT) =  ElIT+E21T*T+E41T*(LNGITU(-l)+LNGITU(-2))+E5IT*( 
LNGITU(-3)+LNGITU(-4))+E6IT*(LNPIT(-l)-LNPIT(-3)  )+E13IT*LNYRTIT(-4 
)+E14IT*BTOYIT+E15IT*O*BTOYIT+El6IT*~BTOYIT~-l~+BTOYIT~-~~~ 
RIT =  DOIT+D1IT*GRPX1IT1+D14IT*RIT(-1)+D4IT*LNMITU(-2)+K6IT*LNGITU 
+D71T*LNGITU(-1)+D1DIT*XTOYITU+DllIT*XTOYITU~-1~ 
LNPIMIT =  LNPIMIT(-l)+FOIT+F20IT*DEL(l  : LNRPOIL)+F5OIT*DEL(l : 
LNPRIT  ) 
ITOYIT =  IOIT+I1IT*ITOYIT~-1~+I2IT*LNYRITP+I3IT*LNYRTIT+O*LNYRTIT~ 
-1~+0*LNQIMITtI6IT*LNQIMIT~-l~+I7IT*LNQIM~T~-2~+O*LNQIMIT~-~~ 211  Simulation Experiments 






























XTOYIT =  HOIT+H3IT*LNEIT(-1)+H5IT*LNRPOIL+H6IT*LNYRTIT+H7IT*T+HEIT 
*XTOYIT~-1~+H9IT*XTOYIT~-Z~+HllIT*LNPRIT~-l~+Hl3IT*LNYRRIT~-l~+ 
HlSIT*LNPIT(-l) 
CTOYIT =  GOIT+G3IT*RIT+G4IT*GREITXll+G5IT*RUS+G6IT*~XTOYIT-ITOYIT~ 
LNYRJAP =  (l-ZPJA)*XPJA+ZPJA*LNYRJA+(l-ZPJA)*LNYRJAP(-l) 
LNQIMJA ==  LNPIMJA-LNPJA 
LNMJAU ==  LNMNJA-LNMNJAEX 
LNMNJAEX ==  LNMNJA(-l)+O.45216*(LNMNJA(-l)-LNMNJA(-2)  )+0.16984*( 
LNMNJA(-Z)-LNMNJA(-3)  )+0.01423-0.4lo74'LNMJAU(-4) 
XTOYJAU ==  XTOYJA-XTOYJAEX 
XTOYJAEX ==  Z*XTOYJA(-1)-XTOYJA(-2)-1.1134*(DEL(1 : XTOYJA(-l))- 
DEL(1 :  XTOYJA(-2)))-0.36534*(DEL(l  : XTOYJA(-2))-DEL(l  : XTOYJA( 
-3~~~-0.60316*XTOYJAU~-4~+0.36554*XTOYJAU~~9~+5.000000E-05 
4*BTOYJA == XTOYJA-ITOYJA-CTOYJA 
LNYRTJA ==  LNYRJA-LNYRJAP 
LNYRRJA ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE* 
LNYRGE+DVIT*LNYRIT+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVJA)-6.64583 
LNPRJA ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVJA)+0.617771 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVNE*( 
ZlJA2 ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPJA)-SGRPXlJZ(-l) 
SGRPXlJ2 ==  4*(KOJA+KZJA*DEL(l : LNMNJA[-l))+K5JA*RJA+K6JA*RJA(-l) 
+K7JA*(RUS+GREJAXZl)+K9JA*DEL(l : LNPJA(-l))) 
GRPXlJA2 ==  SGRPXlJ2+K14JA'Z1JA2+Kl5JA*ZlJA2(-1) 
ERJA2L ==  4*DEL(1 : LNEJA)-GREJAX21(-1) 
GREJAX21 ==  4*(LOJA+LlJA*BTOYJA+L3JA*PEGDIFJA+L4JA*DEL(l : LNEJA)) 
+LSJA*ERJA2L+L6JA*ERJA2L(-l) 
LNPJA =  B1JA+LNMNJA+B2JAXLNYRJAP+B3JA*LNYRTJA+B4JA*RJAtBlOJA*(RUS+ 
GREJAX21)  +B5JA*  (LNMNJA(  -1)  -LNPJA(  -1)  ) +B6JA*LNMJAU+B7JA*LNMJAU(  -1)  + 
BeJA*LNMJAU(-2)+B9JA*LNMJAU(-3) 
LNYRJA =  AlJA+A2JA*LNYRJAP(-l)+(l-AZJA)*LNYRJA(-l)+A5JA*LNMJAU(-Z) 
+AlOJA*LNGJAU  ( -3 +A1  lJA*XTOYJAU+Al3JA*XTOYJAU  (-2  ) +A14JA*XTOYJAU  (-  3 
RJA =  DOJA+D1JA*GRPX1JAZ+Dl4JA*RJA~-l~+Dl6JA*GRPXlJA2~-l~+Dl5JA*T+ 
D2JA'LNMJAU+D3JA*LNMJAU(-l)+D4JA*LNMJAU(-2)+DSJA*LNMJAU(-3)+0* 
LNGJAV+D7JA*LNGJAU(-l) 
LNPIMJA =  LNPIMJA(-l)+FOJA+F3OJA*DEL(l :  LNYRRJA)+FIOJA'DEL(l  : 
ITOYJA)+FSOJA*DEL(l : LNPRJA)+F60JA*DEL(1 : LNEJA) 
ITOYJA =  IOJA+IlJA*ITOYJA(-l)+I2JA*LNYRJAP+I3JA'LNYRTJA+O*LNYRTJA( 
-1)+O*LNQIMJA+I6JA*LNQIMJA(-l~+O*LNQIMJA~-Z~+IEJA*LNQIMJA~-3~ 
XTOYJA =  HOJA+HlJA*LNEJAtHSJA*LNRPOIL+H6JA*LNYRTJA+H7JA*T+H8JA* 
XTOYJA(-l)+H9JA*XTOYJA(-Z~+HlOJA*LNPRJA+Hl2JA~LNYRRJA+Hl3JA* 
LNYRRJA(-l)+Hl4JA*LNPJA 
CTOYJA =  GOJA+GlJA*T+G3JA*RJA+G4JA*GREJAX2l+G5JA*RUS+GEJA*DEL(l : 
LNYRJA  ) 
LNYRNEP =  (l-ZPNE)*XPNE+ZPNE*LNYRNE+(l-ZPNE)*LNYRNEP(-l) 
LNQIMNE ==  LNPIMNE-LNPNE 
LNMNEU ==  LNMNNE-LNMNNEEX 
LNMNNEEX ==  LNMNNE(-1)+0.34717*(LNM"E(-l)-LNMNNE(-2))+0.37492*( 
LNMNNE(-2)-LNMNNE(-3))-0.43951*LNMNEU(-4)+0.00681 212  Chapter Seven 



















XTOYNEU ==  XTOYNE-XTOYNEEX 
XTOYNEEX ==  XTOYNE(-l)-O.31379*XTOYNEU(-l~-O.33862*XTOYNEU~~9~+ 
0.00094 
4*BTOYNE ==  XTOYNE-ITOYNE-CTOYNE 
LNYRTNE ==  LNYRNE-LNYRNEP 
LNYRRNE ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR'LNYRFR+DVGE* 
LNYRGE+DVIT*LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA)*l/(l-DVNE)-7.17908 
LNPRNE ==  (DVUS+(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
LNPJA-LNEJA))*l/(l-DVNE)+1.1838 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVJA*( 
ZlNElL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPNE)-GRPXlNEl(-l) 
GRPXlNEl ==  4*(KONE+KlNE*LNM"EEX+K2NE*LNMNNE(-l)+K4NE*DEL(l  : 
LNYRNE(  -1)  )+K6NE*RNE(  -1)+K9NE*DEL(  1 : LNPNE(  -1)  )+KllNE*LNMNEU(  -1) 
+Kl4NE*ZlNElL+K15NE*ZlNElL(-1) 
GRENEXll ==  4*(LONE+L3NE*PEGDIFNE+L4NE*DEL(l : LNENE)+L5NE*DMY611( 
-1)) 
LNPNE =  BlNE+LNMNNE+B2NE*LNYRNEP+B3NE*LNYRTNE+B4NE*RNE+BlONE*(RUS+ 
GRENEXll)+E5NE*(LNMNNE(-l)-LNPNE(-l) )+B6NE*LNMNEU*B7NE*LNMNEU(-l)+ 
BBNE*LNMNEU(-Z)+B9NE*LNMNEU(-3) 
LNYRNE =  AlNE+A2NE*LNYRNEP(-l)+(l-A2NE)*LNYRNE(-l)+A3NE*LNMNEU+ 
A4NE*LNMNEU(-l)+A5NE*LNMNEU(-2)+A6NE*LNMNEU(-3)+A7NE*LNGNEU+ABNE* 
DEL(1  : LNWNNE) =  E~NETE~NE*T+E~NE*LNGNEU~E~NE*(LNGNEU(-~)+LNGNEU( 




RNE =  DGNE+DlNE*GRPXlNEltDl4NE*RNE(  -1)  tD15NE*T+D3NE*LNMNEU(  -1  )+ 
D4NE*LNMNEU(-2~+D1ONE*XTOYNEU+D11NE*XTOYNEU~-1~+D13NE*XTOYNEU~-3~ 
LNPIMNE  LNPIMNE(-l)+FONE+FlONE*DEL(l  : LNPIMNE(-1))+F2ONE9DEL(1 
:  LNRPOIL)  +F40NE*DEL(  1 :  ITOYNE)  +F50NE*DEL  (1 : LNPRNE)  +F60NE*DEL  ( 
1 : LNENE) 
ITOYNE =  IONE+IlNE*ITOYNE(-l)+I2NE*LNYRNEP+I3NE*LNYRTNE+I5NE* 
LNQIMNE 
XTOYNE =  HONE+HlNE*LNENE+H5NE*LNRPOIL+H6NE*LNYRTNE+H7NE*T+H8NE* 
XTOYNE(  -1)  +H1ONE*LNPRNE+H12NE*LNYRRNE+Hl3NE*LNYRRNE(-l)  +H14NE* 
LNPNE 
CTOYNE =  GONE+GlNE*T+G2NE*LNRPOIL+G3NE*RNE+G4NE*GRENEXll+G5NE*RUS+ 
G6NE*(XTOYNE-ITOYNE)+G7NE*LNYRTNE 
COEFFICIENT AND PARAMETER VALUES (CONST-MARKQPEG) 
AlCA  0.010803 
AlIT  0.011699 
AlUK  0.005562 
AlOFR  0.016439 
AlOJA  -0.026697 
AlOUS  0.067441 
AllGE  0.296236 
AllNE  0.097619 
Al2CA  0.164836 
A12IT  -0.044277 
Al2UK  0.42402 
A13FR  0.015316 
A13JA  -1.15516 
A13US  -0.0415 
A14GE  -0.514582 
Al4NE  -0.113143 
A2CA  0.134071 
A2IT  0.02481 
A2UK  0.240655 
A3FR  -0.264118 

































A1  2NE 
0.532314  A13CA 
-0.333226  A131T 
0.104741  A13UK 
A~QCA  0.544787  Al4FR 
A34IT  -0.465483  A14JA 
Al4UK  0.006859  Al4US 
A2FR  0.102126  A2GE 
A2JA  -0.038396  A2NE 
AZUS  0.088859  A3CA 
A3GE  0.344867  A3IT 
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BlUS 
BlOGE 














































































































































-0;020386  -0.299766 
-0.154023 
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EllUK  -0.550499 
El2FR  4.39695 































































































































E2IT  0.000454 
E2UK  -6.443714E-07 
E2lUS  -0.248602 
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0.025 218  Chapter Seven 
Table 7.4  The Floating Period Model: Mark IV-FLT 
SYMBOL DECLARATIONS 
ENDOGENOUS: 
BTOYCA  BTOYFR  BTOYGE  BTOYIT  BTOYJA  BTOYNE  BTOYUK  BTOYUS  CTOYCA 
CTOYFR  CTOYGE  CTOYIT  CTOYJA  CTOYNE  CTOYUK  CTOYUS  GRECAXll  GREFRXll 
GREGEX21  GREITXll  GREJAX2l  GRENEXll  GREUKXll  GRPXlCAl  GRPXlFRl 
GRPXlGEl  GRPXlITl  GRPXlJA2  GRPXlNEl  GRPXlUKl  GRPXlUSl  ITOYCA  ITOYFR 
ITOYGE  ITOYIT  ITOYJA  ITOYNE  ITOYUK  ITOYUS  LNECA  LNEFR  LNEGE  LNEIT 
LNEJA  LNENE  LNEUK  LNMCAU  LNMFRU  LNMGEU  LNMITU  LNMJAU  LNMNCA  LNMNCAEX 
LNMNEU  LNMNFR  LNMNFREX  LNMNGE  LNMNGEEX  LNMNIT  LNMNITEX  LNMNJA 
LNMNJAEX  LNMNNE  LNMNNEEX  LNMNUK  LNMNUKEX  LNMNUS  LNMNUSEX  LNMUKU 
LNMUSU  LNPCA  LNPFR  LNPGE  LNPIMCA  LNPIMFR  LNPIMGE  LNPIMIT  LNPIMJA  ~~~ 
LNPIMNE  LNPIMUK  LNPIMUS  LNPIT  LNPJA  LNPNE  LNPRCA  LNPRFR  LNPRGE 
LNPRIT  LNPRJA  LNPRNE  LNPRUK  LNPRUS  LNPUK  LNPUS  LNQIMCA  LNQIMFR 
LNQIMGE  LNQIMIT  LNQIMJA  LNQIMNE  LNQIMUK  LNQIMUS  LNYRCA  LNYRCAP  LNYRFR 
LNYRFRP  LNYRGE  LNYRGEP  LNYRIT  LNYRITP  LNYRJA  LNYRJAP  LNYRNE  LNYRNEP 
LNYRRCA  LNYRRFR  LNYRRGE  LNYRRIT  LNYRRJA  LNYRRNE  LNYRRUK  LNYRRUS 
LNYRTCA  LNYRTFR  LNYRTGE  LNYRTIT  LNYRTJA  LNYRTNE  LNYRTUK  LNYRTUS 
LNYRUK  LNYRUKP  LNYRUS  LNYRUSP  RCA  RFR  RGE  RIT  RJA  RNE  RUK  RUS 
SGRPXlCl  SGRPXlFl  SGRPXlIl  SGRPXlJ2  UNFR  UNUK  UNUS  XTOYCA  XTOYCAEX 
XTOYCAU  XTOYFR  XTOYFREX  XTOYFRU  XTOYGE  XTOYGEEX  XTOYGEU  XTOYIT 
XTOYITEX  XTOYITU  XTOYJA  XTOYJAEX  XTOYJAU  XTOYNE  XTOYNEEX  XTOYNEU 
XTOYUK  XTOYUKEX  XTOYUKU  XTOYUS  XTOYUSEX  XTOYUSU  ZlCAlL  ZlGElL  ZlIT1 
Z1JA2  ZlNElL  ZlUKlL  ZlUSlL  ZZFRl 
EXOGENOUS: 
LNEUS  LNGCAU  LNGFRU  LNGGEU  LNGITU  LNGJAU  LNGNEU  LNGUKU  LNGUSU 
LNRPOIL  T 
COEFFICIENT: 
AlCA  AlFR  AlGE  AlIT  AlJA  AlNE  AlUK  AlUS  AlOIT  AlOJA  AlONE  AlOUS 
AllCA  AllFR  AllGE  AllIT  AllJA  AllNE  AllUS  A12GE  Al2NE  A12UK  Al2US 
A13GE  A13IT  A13JA  A13NE  Al4CA  A14GE  A14JA  Al4NE  A2CA  AZFR  A2GE 
A2IT  AZJA  A2NE  A2UK  A2US  A3CA  A3FR  A3GE  A3NE  A3UK  A3US  AKA A4NE 
A4US  A5CA  ASIT  A5JA  ASNE  A6CA  A6NE  A6US  A7FR  A7GE  A7NE  A7UK  ABCA 
ABGE  ABNE  ABUS  A9FR  A9NE  A9UK  A9US  BlCA  BlFR  BlGE  BlIT  BlJA  BlNE 
BlUK  BlUS  BlOFR  BlOJA  BlONE  BlOUK  B2CA  82FR  B2GE  B2IT  B2JA  B2NE 
B2UK  B2US  B3CA  B3JA  B3NE  B3UK  B3US 
B4UK  B4US  BSCA  B5FR  B5GE  B5IT  BSJA 
B6IT  B6JA  B6NE  B6UK  B6US  B7CA  B7FR 
BBGE  BBIT  BBJA  BBNE  BBUS  B9CA  B9GE 
C2OFR  C20UK  C2OUS  C2lFR  C2lUK  C2lUS 
C23US  C24UK  C24US  C25FR  C25UK  C26US 
DOIT  DOJA  DONE  DOUK  DOUS  DlCA  DlFR 
DlOIT  DlONE  DlOUK  DlOUS  D11IT  DllNE 
Dl4CA  D14FR  D14GE  D141T  D14JA  D14NE 
D15NE  DlSUK  D15US  D16JA  D16US  D2FR 
D3US  D4CA  D4IT  D4JA  D4NE  DSCA  D5JA 
D7JA  DBCA  D9CA  ElCA  ElFR  ElGE  ElIT 
EllFR  EllNE  EllUK  EllUS  E12FR  El2JA 
E13JA  E13UK  E14CA  El4FR  El4GE  E14IT 
ElSUK  E16CA  E16FR  E16IT  E16JA  E16NE 
~-  ~~ 
B4CA  B4FR  84GE  B4IT  B4JA  B4NE 
BSNE  B5UK  BSUS  B6CA  B6FR  B6GE 
B7GE  B7IT  B7JA  B7NE  B7US  BBCA 
B9IT  B9JA  B9NE  ClFR  ClUK  ClUS 
C22FR  C22UK  C22US  C23FR  C23UK 
C27FR  C27US  DOCA  DOFR  DOGE 
DlGE  DlIT  DlJA  DlNE  DlUK  DlUS 
DllUS  Dl2FR  Dl2US  D13NE  D13UK 
Dl4UK  D14US  D15CA  D15FR  DlSJA 
DZJA  D2UK  D2US  D3FR  D3JA  D3NE 
DSUK  DSUS  D6CA  D6FR  D6UK  D7IT 
E1JA  ElNE  ElUK  ElUS  ElOCA 
El2NE  E12UK  E12US  E13FR  E13IT 
El4JA  El4NE  E14UK  E15CA  El5IT 
E16UK  E17CA  E17JA  E17NE  E17UK 
ElBFR  ElBGE  ElBJA  ElBUK  E19CA  E19JA  E2CA  E2FR  E2IT  E2NE  E2US  E2OUS 
E2lUS  E3CA  E3GE  E3NE  E3UK  EPCA  E4FR  E4IT  E4NE  E4UK  ESIT  ESNE  ESUS 
E6FR  E6IT  E6JA  E6NE  E7GE  E7JA  E7NE  EBFR  EBGE  EBJA  EBUS  E9FR  E9GE 
FOCA  FOFR  FOGE  FOIT  FOJA  FONE  FOUK  FOUS  FlCA  FlFR  FlGE  FlIT  FlJA 
FlNE  FlUK  FlOUS  FZFR  FZOUS  F3CA  F3FR  F3GE  F4GE  F4JA  FIOUS  FSOUS 
F6CA  F6FR  F6GE  F6IT  F6JA  F6NE  F6UK  GOCA  GOFR  GOGE  GOIT  GOJA  GONE 
GOUK  GOUS  GlJA  GlNE  GlUS  GlOCA  GlOGE  G12UK  Gl2US  G2NE  GZUK  GZOCA 
G2OGE  G22UK  G22US  G3FR  G3IT  G3JA  G3NE  G30CA  G30GE  G32UK  G32US  G4FR 
G4IT  G4JA  G4NE  G5FR  GSIT  GSJA  GSNE  G6CA  G6FR  G6GE  G6IT  G6NE  G6UK 
G6US  G7NE  G7UK  GBCA  GBFR  GBGE  GBJA  GBUK  G9CA  G9FR  G9GE  HOCA  HOFR 
HOGE  HOIT  HOJA  HONE  HOUK  HOUS  HlFR  HlGE  HlJA  HlNE  HlUK  HlUS  HlOGE 
HlOJA  HlONE  HlOUK  HllCA  HllFR  HllIT  HllUK  HlZCA  Hl2FR  Hl2GE  Hl2JA 
Hl2NE  H13CA  H13IT  H13JA  H13NE  H13UK  H14JA  HlCNE  Hl4UK  HlSCA  HlSFR 
HlSGE  H15IT  HlSUK  HZUS  H3CA  H3FR  H3IT  H3UK  H3US  H4CA  H4UK  H4US 
HSCA  HSFR  HSGE  HSIT  HSJA  HSNE  H5UK  H6IT  H6JA  H6NE  H7CA  H7FR  H7IT 
H7JA  H7NE  H7UK  HBCA  HBFR  HBGE  HBIT  HBJA  HBNE  HBUK  HBUS  H9CA  HSFR 
H9IT  H9JA  IOCA  IOFR  IOGE  IOIT  IOJA  IONE  IOUK  IOUS  IlCA  IlFR  IlGE 
IlIT  IlJA  IlNE  IlUK  IlUS  I2US  I3CA  I3FR  I3US  I4FR  I4IT  I4JA  I4US 
I5CA  I5NE  ISUK  ISUS  16CA  I6FR  I6GE  16IT  I6JA  I6NE  16UK  I6US  17US 
JOCA  JOFR  JOGE  JOIT  JOJA  JONE  JOUK  JlCA  JlJA  JlUK  J2CA  J2FR  JZGE 219  Simulation Experiments 
Table 7.4 (continued) 
J2IT  J2NE  J3IT  J3NE  J3UK  J4GE  KOCA  KOFR  KOGE  KOIT  KOJA  KONE  KOUK 
KOUS  XlGE  K1NE  KlUK  KlOCA  KlOUK  KlOUS  KllFR  KllIT  KllNE  KllUK 
KllUS  Kl2IT  K13CA  K13IT  K14FR  K14IT  K14JA  Kl4NE  K14UK  Kl4US  KlSFR 
K15IT  KlSJA  K15NE  Kl5UK  K15US  K2CA  K2FR  K2IT  K2JA  K2NE  K2UK  K2US 
K3CA  K3UK  K3US  K4GE  K4IT  K4NE  K4UK  K4US  K5CA  K5JA  KSUS  K6CA  K6FR 
K6GE  K6IT  K6JA  K6NE  K7JA  K7UK  K8UK  K9CA  K9FR  K9GE  K9IT  K9JA  K9NE 
K9UK  K9US  MOCA  MOFR  MOGE  MOIT  MOJA  MONE  MOUK  MlCA  MlFR  MlGE  MlIT 
MlJA  MlNE  MlUK  M2CA  MZFR  MZGE  MZIT  M2JA  MZNE  M2UK  M3CA  M3FR  M3GE 
M3IT  M3JA  M3NE  M3UK  M4CA  M4FR  M4GE  M4IT  M4JA  M4NE  M4UK  MSCA  MSFR 
MSGE  M5IT  MSJA  M5NE  MSUK  M6CA  M6FR  M6GE  M6IT  M6JA  M6NE  M6UK 
PARAMETER  : 
DVCA  DVFR  DVGE  DVIT  DVJA  DVNE  DVUK  DVUS  XPCA  XPFR  XPGE  XPIT  XPJA 






















LNYRUSP =  (l-ZPUS)*XPUS+ZPUS*LNYRUS+(l-ZPUS)*LNYRUSP(-l) 
4*BTOYUS  == XTOYUS-ITOYUS-CTOYUS 
LNQIMUS ==  LNPIMUS-LNPUS 
LNMUSU ==  LNMNUS-LNMNUSEX 
LNMNUSEX ==  2*LNMNUS(-l)-LNMNUS(-Z)-0.44937*(DEL(l  : LNMNUS(-l)  1- 
DEL(1 : LNMNUS(-2)))+0.00021-0.80994*LNMUSU(-2) 
XTOYUSU == XTOYUS-XTOYUSEX 
XTOYUSEX == XTOYUS~-l~+O.35462*XTOYUSU~-2~+0.2OZ28*XTOYUSU~-3~+ 
0.00053 
LNYRTUS == LNYRUS-LNYRUSP 
LNYRRUS ==  (DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 




GREUKXll ==  4*(1*(MOUK+MlUK*DEL(1 : LNPIMUK)+M2UK*DEL(l : LNRPOIL) 
+M3UK*DEL(1 : LNYRRUK)+M4UK*DEL(l : ITOYUK)+M5UK8DEL(1 : LNPRUK)+ 
MSUK*DEL(l : LNEUK))) 
ZlUSlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPUS)-GRPXlUSl(-l) 
GRPXlUSl ==  4*(KOUS+KZUS*LNMNUS(-l)+K3US*LNMNUS(-Z)+K4US*DEL(l  : 
LNYRUS~-l~~+K5US'RUS+K9US*LNPUS~-l~+KlOUS*LNPUS~-2~+K11US*LNMUSU~ 
-1)  )+K14US*ZlUSlL+KlSUS*ZlUSlL(  -1) 
LNPUS =  BlUS+LNMNUS+B2US*LNYRUSP+B3US*LNYRTUS+B4US*RUS+BSUS*( 
LNMNUS(-l)-LNPUS(-1))+96US*LNMUSU+B7US*LNMUSU(-l)+B8US*LNMUSU(-Z)+ 
O*LNMUSU(-3) 




DEL(1 : UNUS) =  ClUS+C20US*DEL(l : LNYRUS)*CZlUS*DEL(l : LNYRUS(-l 
))+C22US*DEL(l : LNYRUS(-2))+C23UStDEL(1 : LNYRUS(-3))+CZ4US'DEL(l 
: LNYRUS(-4))+C26US*DEL(l : LNYRUS(-6))+C27US*DEL(l : LNYRUS(-7)) 
DEL(1 : LNMNUS) =  ElUS+E2US*T+O*LNGUSU+E5US*(LNGUSU(-3)+LNGUSU(-4) 
)+E8US*(LNPUS(-3)-LNPUS(-5))+O*UNUS(-l)+EllUS'UNUS(-2)+El2US*UNUS( 
-3)  +O*UNUS(  -4)  +EZOUS*DEL(  1 : LNMNUSt-1)  )+EZlUS*DEL(  1 : LNMNUS(  -2) ) 




LNPIMUS =  LNPIMUS(-1)+FOUS+FlOUS*DEL(1 : LNPIMUS(-l))+F2oUS*DEL(l 
: LNRPOIL)+O*DEL(l : LNYRRUS)+F40US*DEL(l : ITOYUS)+F50US*DEL(l 
: LNPRUS) 
ITOYUS =  IOUS+I1US*ITOYUS~-1)+I2US*LNYRUSP+I3US*LNYRTUS+I4US* 
LNYRTUS(  -1  ) + 15US*LNQIMUS+  16US*LNQIMUS  (-1  ) +17US*LNQIMUS(  -2)  +0* 
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XTOYUS =  HOUS+HlUS*LNRPOIL+H2US*LNYRTUS+H3US*T+H4US*XTOYUS(-l)+ 
HBUS*LNYRRUS 
CTOYUS =  GOUS+G1US*T+O*LNRPOIL+O*RUS+O*GREUKXll+O*RUK+G6US*~XTOYUS 
RUS)+O*DEL(l : RUS(-l))+Gl2US*DEL(l  : RUS(-Z))+O*DEL(I : RUK)+O* 
DEL  ( 1 : RUK  ( -1  ) ) +G22US*DEL(  1 : RUK(  -2 ) ) + O*DEL  ( 1 :  GREUKXll  ) + O*DEL  ( 
1 :  GREVKXll(-l))+G32US*DEL(l  : GREUKX11(-2)) 
LNYRUKP =  (l-ZPUK)*XPUKtZPUK'LNYRUK+(l-ZPUK)*LNYRUKP(-l) 
LNPIMUK ==  LNQIMUK+LNPUK 
LNMUKU ==  LNMNUK-LNMNUKEX 
-ITOYUS)+O*LNYRTUS+~*DEL(  1 : LNYRUS)+O*DEL(  1 : LNYRRUS)+O*DEL(~  : 
LNMNUKEX ==  LNMNUK(-1)+0.21096*(LNMNUK(-1)-LNMNUK(-2))+0.28454*( 
LNMNUK(-Z)-LNMNUK(-3))+0.00627 
XTOYUKU ==  XTOYUK-XTOYUKEX 
XTOYUKEX ==  XTOYUK(-l)+O.249l*XTOYUKV(-2)-0.14272*XTOYUKU~-4~- 
0.37838*XTOYUKU(-7)+0.00084 
ITOYUK ==  XTOYUK-4*BTOYUK-CTOYUK 
LNYRTUK ==  LNYRUK-LNYRUKP 
LNYRRUK ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNY~E)*l/(l-DVUK)-7.36068 
LNPRUK ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVUK)+1.32478 
)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVJA*(LNPJA-LNEJA)+DVNE*( 
ZlUKlL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPUK)-GRPXlUKl(-l) 
GRPXlUKl ==  4*(KOUK+KlUK*LNMNUKEX+K2UK*LNMNUK(-l)+K3UK*LNMNUK(-2)+ 
K4UK*DEL(1 :  LNYRUK(-l))+O*RUK+O*RUK(-l)+K7UK*(RUS+GREUKXll)+K8UK* 
~-l~+O*LNMUKU~-2~+O*LNMUKU~-3~~+K14UK*Z1UKlL+K15UK*ZlUKlL~-1~ 








DEL(1 : UNUK) =  ClUK+CZOUK*DEL(l : LNYRUK)+C21UK*DEL(l : LNYRUK(-l 
))+C22UK*DEL(l : LNYRUK(-2))+C23UK*DEL(l : LNYRUK(-3))+C24UK*DEL(l 
: LNYRUK(-Q))+C25UK*DEL(l : LNYRUK(-5)) 










DEL(~  : LNEUK) =  F~UK+F~UK*DEL(~  : LNPIMUK)-F~UK*DEL(~  : LNPRUK) 
LNQIMUK =  IOUK+I1UK*ITOYUK+I5UK*LNYRTUK~-l~+I6UK*LNQIMUK~-l~ 
BTOYUK =  JOUK+JlUK*BTOYUK(-1)+J3UK*DEL(l  : LNEUK(-l)) 
XTOYUK =  HOUK+H1UK*LNEUK+~H3UK+H4UK*O~*LNEUK~-l~+H5UK*LNRPOIL+O* 
LNYRTUK+H7UK*T+H8UK*XTOYUK~-l~+O*XTOYUK~-2~+HlOUK*LNPRUK+HllUK* 
LNPRUK(-1)+0*LNYRRUK+Hl3UK*LNYRRUK(-l~+Hl4UK*LNPUK+Hl5UK*LNPUK~-l~ 
CTOYUK =  GOUK+G2UK*LNRPOIL+G6UK*(XTOYUK-ITOYUK)+G7UK*LNYRTUK+G8UK* 
DEL(1 : LNYRUK)+GlZUK*DEL(l : RUK(-Z))+G22UK*DEL(l  : RUS(-2))+ 
G32UK*DEL(l :  GREUKX11(-2)) 
LNYRCAP =  (l-ZPCA)*XPCA+ZPCA*LNYRCA+(l-ZPCA)*LNYRCAP(-l) 
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LNMCAU ==  LNMNCA-LNMNCAEX 
XTOYCAU ==  XTOYCA-XTOYCAEX 
XTOYCAEX == XTOYCA(-1)-0.20227*(XTOYCA(-l)-XTOYCA(-2)  )+0.00075- 
0.30644*XTOYCAU(-8) 
LNMNCAEX ==  Z*LNMNCA(-l)-LNMNCA(-2)-0.64605*(DEL(l  : LNMNCA(-l)  )- 
DEL(1 : LNMNCA(-2)))-0.65993*(DEL(l  : LNMNCA(-2)  )-DEL(l : LNMNCA( 
-3)))+0.0004-0.46226*LNMCAU(-3)-0.56997*LNMCAU(-4) 
ITOYCA ==  XTOYCA-4*BTOYCA-CTOYCA 
LNYRTCA == LNYRCA-LNYRCAP 
LNYRRCA ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 
LNyRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVCA)-7.26361 
LNPRCA ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR 
) +DVGE*  (LNPGE-LNEGE)  +DVIT*  ( LNPIT-LNEIT)  +DVJA*  (LNPJA-LNEJA)  +DVNE*  ( 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVCA)+1.24117 
ZlCAlL ==  B'DEL(1  : LNPCA)-SGRPXlCl(-l) 
SGRPXlCl ==  4*(KOCA+KZCA*LNMNCA(-l)+K3CA*LNMNCA(-Z)+KSCA*RCA+K6CA' 
RCA(-1)+K9CA*LNPCA(-l~+KlOCA*LNPCA(-2)+Kl3CA*LNMCAU~-3~~ 
GRPXlCAl ==  SGRPXlC1-0.64968*2lCAlL(-l) 
GRECAXll ==  4*(1*(MOCA+MlCA*DEL(l : LNPIMCA)+M2CA*DEL(1 : LNRPOIL) 
+M3CA*DEL(1 : LNYRRCA)+M4CA*DEL(l : ITOYCA)+M5CA*DEL(l : LNPRCA)+ 
M6CA*DEL(1 : LNECA))) 
LNPCA =  BlCA+LNMNCA+B2CA*LNYRCAP+B3CA~LNYRTCA+B4CA~RCA+B5CA*( 
LNMNCA(-1)-LNPCA(-1))+B6CA*LNMCAU+B7CA*LNMCAU(-l~+B8CA*LNMCAU~-2~+ 
B9CA*LNMCAU(-3) 
LNYRCA =  AlCA+A2CA*LNYRCAP(-l)+(l-AZCA)*LNYRCA(-l)+A3CA*LNMCAU+ 
A4CA*LNMCAU(-l)+A5CA*LNMCAU(-Z)+A6CA*LNMCAU(-3)+A8CA*LNGCAU(-l)~ 
AllCA*XTOYCAU+A14CA*XTOYCAU(-3) 
DEL(1  : LNMNCA) =  ElCA+E2CA*T+E3CA*LNGCAU+E4CA*(LNGCAU(-l)+LNGCAIJ( 
RCA =  DOCA+DlCA*GRPXlCA1+Dl4CA*RCA~-l~+Dl5CA*T+D4CA*LNMCAU~-2~~ 
DSCA*LNMCAU(-3)+D6CA*LNGCAU+DBCA*LNGCAU(-Z)+DSCA*LNGCAU(-3) 
DEL(1 : LNECA) =  FOCA+FlCA*DEL(l : LNPIMCA)+F3CA*DEL(1 : LNRP0iL)- 
FlCA*DEL(l : LNPRCA) 
LNQIMCA =  IOCA+I1CA*ITOYCA+I3CA*LNYRCAP+I5CA*LNYRTCA(-l)+I6CA* 
LNQIMCA(-~) 
BTOYCA =  JOCA+JlCA*BTOYCA(-l)+J2CA*DEL(l : LNECAI 
XTOYCA =  HOCA+H3CA*LNECA(-l)+H5CA*LNRPOIL+H7CA*T+HECA*XTOYCA(-l)+ 
H9CA*XTOYCA(-2)+H1lCA*LNPRCA(-l)+Hl2CA*LNYRRCA+Hl3CA*LNYRRCA(-l)+ 
H15CA*LNPCA(-l) 
CTOYCA =  GOCA+G6CA*(XTOYCA-lTOYCA)+GBCA*DEL(l  : LNYRCA)+G9CA*DEL(l 
GRECAXll) 
: LNYRRCA)+GlOCA*DEL(l : RCA)+G20CA*DEL(l : RUS)+G3OCA*DEL(l : 
LNYRFRP =  (l-ZPFR)*XPFR+ZPFR*LNYRFR+(l-ZPFR)*LNYRFRP(-l) 
LNPIMFR ==  LNQIMFR+LNPFR 
LNMFRU ==  LNMNFR-LNMNFREX 
LNMNFREX ==  LNMNFR(-l~+O.54204'(LNMNFR(-l~-LNMNFR(-2~)+0.01294i 
0.45793*LNMFRU(-6) 
XTOYFRU ==  XTOYFR-XTOYFREX 
XTOYFREX == XTOYFR(-11-0.23545*(XTOYFR(-l~-XTOYFR(-2~  )+0.26219* 
XT0YFRU(-2)-0.365$2*XT0YFRU(-4)+0.00131 
ITOYFR == XTOYFR-4*BTOYFR-CTOYFR 
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LNYRRFR ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVGE*LNYRGE+DVIT* 




Z2FR1 ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPFR)-SGRPXlFl(-l) 
SGRPXlFl ==  4*(KOFR+K2FR*DEL(l : LNMNFR(-l))+K6FR*RFR(-I)+KSFR*DEL 
(1 : LNPFR(-~))+K~~FR*LNMFRU(-~)) 
GRPXlFRl ==  SGRPX1F1+K14FR*Z2FR1+Kl5FR*Z2FR1(-1) 
GREFRXll ==  4*(l*(MOFR+MlFR*DEL(l : LNPIMFR)+MZFR*DEL(l  : LNRPOIL) 
+M3FR*DEL(  1 :  LNYRRFR)+M4FR*DEL(  1 :  ITOYFR)+MSFR*DEL(  1 : LNPRFR)+ 
M6FR*DEL(l : LNEFR))) 
LNPFR =  BlFR+LNMNFR+B2FR*LNYRFRP+O*LNYRTFR+B4FR*RFR+BlOFR*(RUS+ 
GREFRXll)+B5FR*  (LNMNFR(  -l)-LNPFR(-l)  )*B6FR*LNMFRU+B7FR*LNMFRU(-l)+ 
O*LNMFRU(-2)+0*LNMFRU(-3) 
LNYRFR =  AlFR+AZFR*LNYRFRP(-l)+(l-AZFR)*LNYRFR(-l)+A3FR*LNMFRU+ 
A7FR*LNGFRU+A9FR*LNGFRU(-2)+AllFR*XTOYFRU 
DEL(1 :  UNFR) =  ClFR+CZOFR*DEL(l : LNYRFR)+C21FR*DEL(l : LNYRFR(-1 
))+CZZFR*DEL(l : LNYRFR(-2))+C23FR*DEL(l  : LNYRFR(-3)  )+C25FR*DEL(l 
: LNYRFR(-5))+C27FR’DEL(l  : LNYRFR(-7)) 
DEL(1 : LNMNFR) =  ElFR+52FR*T+E4FR*(LNGFRU(-l)+LNGFRU(-2))+E6FR*( 
LNPFR(-l)-LNPFR(-3))+EBFR*(LNPFR(-3)-LNPFR(-5))+E9FR*(l*(LNPFR(-3) 
-LNPFR(-5)))+EllFR*UNFR(-2)+E12FR*UNFR(-3)+El3FR*UNFR(-4)+El4FR* 
BTOYFR+E16FR*  (BTOYFR  (-1)  +BTOYFR(  -2)  ) +E18FR*  (BTOYFR(  -3 +BTOYFR(-4)  ) 
RFR =  DOFR+D1FR*GRPX1FR1+Dl4FR*RFR~-l~+Dl5FR*T+D2FR*LNMFRU+D3FR* 
LNMFRU(-l)+D6FR*LNGFRU+D12FR*XTOYFRU(-2) 
DEL(1 : LNEFR) =  FOFR+FlFR*DEL(l : LNPIMFR)+F3FR*DEL(l : LNRPOILI- 
FlFR*DEL(l : LNPRFR) 
LNQIMFR =  IOFR+I1FR*ITOYFR+I3FR*LNYRFRP+I4FR*LNYRTFR+I6FR’LNQIMFR~ 
-1) 
BTOYFR =  JOFR+JZFR*DEL(I : LNEFR) 
XTOYFR =  HOFR+HlFR*LNEFR+H3FR*LNEFR(-l)+H5FR*LNRPOIL+H7FR*T+H8FR* 
XTOYFR(-l)tH9FR*XTOYFR(-2~+HllFR*LNPRFR(-l~+Hl2FR*LNYRRFR+Hl5FR* 
LNPFR  ( -1  ) 
CTOYFR =  GOFR+G3FR*RFR+G4FR*GREFRXll+G5FR*RUS+G6FR*(XTOYFR-ITOYFR) 
+GBFR*DEL(l : LNYRFR)+G9FR*DEL(l : LNYRRFR) 
LNYRGEP =  (~-ZPGE)*XPGE+ZPGE*LNYRGE+(~-ZPGE)*LNYRGEP(-~) 
LNPIMGE ==  LNQIMGE+LNPGE 
LNMGEU ==  LNMNGE-LNMNGEEX 
LNMNGEEX ==  LNMNGE(-1)+0.02266+0.1074*LNMGEU(-1)+0.27425*LNMGEU(-2 
)+0.35616*LNMGEU(-3) 
XTOYGEU ==  XTOYGE-XTOYGEEX 
ITOYGE ==  XTOYGE-4*BTOYGE-CTOYGE 
XTOYGEEX ==  XT0YGE(-1)-0.42012*XT0YGEU(-4)+0.00141 
LNYRTGE ==  LNYRGE-LNYRGEP 
LNYRRGE ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFRtDVIT* 
LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVGE)-7.20584 
LNPRGE ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUKLNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)  +DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVJA*  (LNPJA-LNEJA)  +DVNE*( 
LNPNE-LNENE))*~/(~-DVGE)+~.~~~~~ 
ZlGElL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPGE)-GRPXlGEl(-l) 
GRPXlGEl ==  4*(KoGE+KlGE*(LNMNGEEX-LNMNGE(-l))+K4GE*DEL(l : LNYRGE 
(-1))+K6GE*RGE(-l)+K9GE*(LNPGE(-l)-LNPGE(-2)))+0.0475*ZlGElL- 
0.4236*ZlGElL(-l) 223  Simulation Experiments 


























GREGEX21 == 4*(l*(MOGE+MlGE*DEL(l : LNPIMGE)+M2GE*DEL(l : LNRPOIL) 
+M3GE*DEL(l : LNYRRGE)+M4GE*DEL(l : ITOYGE)+M5GE*DEL(l : LNPRGE)+ 
M6GE*DEL(1 : LNEGE))) 
LNPGE =  BlGE+LNMNGE+BZGE*LNYRGEP+O*LNYRTGE+B4GE*RGE+O*(RUS+ 
GREGEX2l)+BSGE*(LNMNGE(-l)-LNPGE(-l))+B6GE*LNMGEU+B7GE*LNMGEU(-l)+ 
BBGE*LNMGEU(-2)+BSGE*LNMGEU(-3) 




DEL(1 :  LNMEGE) 
)))+E~GE*(LNPGE( 
=  ElGE+O*T+E3GE*LNGGEU+E7GE*(l*(LNPGE(-I 
-3)-LNPOE(-5))+ESGE*(l*(LNPGE(-3)-LNPGE( 
.)-LNPGE(-3 
-5)  ) )+O* 
XTOYGEU(-3) 
DEL(1 : LNEGE) =  FOGE+FlGE*DEL(l : LNPIMGE)+F3GE*DEL(1 : LNRPOIL)+ 
F4GE*DEL(1 : LNYRRGE)-FlGE*DEL(l : LNPRGE) 
LNQIMGE =  IOGE+IlGE*ITOYGE+I6GE*LNQIMGE(-l) 
BTOYGE =  JOGE+J2GE*DEL(1 : LNEGE)+J4GEaDEL(I : LNPGE(-l)) 
XTOYGE =  HOGE+HlGE*LNEGE+H5GE*LNRPOIL+H8GE*XTOYGE~-1~+H1OGE*LNPRGE 
+HlZGE*LNYRRGE+HlSGE*LNPGE(-l) 
CTOYGE =  GOGE+O*T+O*LNRPOIL+O*RGE+O*GREGEXZl+O*RUS+G6GE~~XTOYGE- 
ITOYGE)+O*LNYRTGE+GBGE*DEL(l : LNYRGE)+GgGE*DEL(l : LNYRRGE)+GlOGE 
*DEL(l : RGE)+O*DEL(l  : RGE(-l))+O*DEL(l : RGE(-2))+GZOGE*DEL(l : 
RUS)+O*DEL(l : RUS(-l))+O*DEL(l : RUS(-2))+G3OGEXDEL(1 : GREGEX21) 
+O*DEL(l : GREGEX2l(-l))+O*DEL(l : GREGEX21(-2)) 
LNYRITP =  (1-ZPIT)*XPIT+ZPIT*LNYRIT+(l-ZPIT)*LNYRITP(-l) 
LNPIMIT ==  LNQIMIT+LNPIT 
LNMITU ==  LNMNIT-LNMNITEX 
LNMNITEX ==  LNMNlT(-1)+0.15625*(LNMNIT(-1)-LNMNIT(-2))+0.02823+ 
0.35998*LNMITU(-2)+0.10908*LNMITU(-3) 
XTOYITU ==  XTOYIT-XTOYITEX 
XTOYITEX == XTOYIT(-1)-0.l5095*(XTOYIT(-l~-XTOYIT(-2~  )+0.19592*( 
XTOYIT(-2~-XTOYIT~-3~~-O.l43O7*XTOYITU~-8~+O.238l4*XTOYITU~-ll~+ 
0.00221 
ITOYIT ==  XTOYIT-4*BTOYIT-CTOYIT 
LNYRTIT ==  LNYRIT-LNYRITP 
LNYRRIT ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE* 
LNYRGE+DVJA*LNYRJA+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVIT)-6.33385 
LNPRIT ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVJK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
LNPNE-LNENE))'l/(l-DVIT)+0.920318, 
ZlITl ==  4'DEL(1  : LNPIT)-SGRPXlII(-I) 
SGRPX111 ==  4*(KOIT+KZIT*DEL(l : LNMNIT(-l))+K41T*DEL(l : LNYRIT( 
-l))+XSIT*DEL(l : LNPIT(-l)  )+KllIT*LNMITU(-l)+Kl2IT*LNMITU(-2)+ 
K13IT*LNMITU(-3)) 
GRPXlITl ==  SGRPX1I1+K14IT*Z1IT1+Kl5IT*ZlITl~-1~ 
GREITXll ==  4*(1*(MOIT+MlIT'DEL(l  : LNPIMIT)+MZIT*DEL(l : LNRPOIL) 
+M3IT*DEL(1 : LNYRRIT)+M41T*DEL(l : ITOYIT)+MSIT*DEL(l : LNPRIT)+ 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVJA*(LNPJA-LNEJA)+DVNE*( 
M6IT*DEL(1 : LNEIT))) 
LNPIT =  BlIT+LNMNIT+B2IT*LNYRITP+O*LNYRTIT+B4IT*RIT+B5IT*(LNMNIT( 
-1)-LNPIT(-l))+B6IT*LNMITU+B7IT*LNMITU(-1)+B8IT*LNMITU(-2~+B91T* 
LNMITU(-3) 224  Chapter Seven 





























LNYRIT =  A1IT+A2IT*LNYRITP(-l)+(l-A2IT)*LNYRIT(-l~+A5IT*LNMITU~-2~ 
+A1OIT*LNGITU~-3)+A1lIT*XTOYITU+Al3IT*XTOYITU~-2~ 
DEL  ( 1 
LNGITU(-3)+LNGITU(-4)  )+E6IT*(LNPIT(-1)-LNPIT(-3))+El3IT*LNYRTIT(-4 
~+E14IT*BTOYIT+E15IT*l*BTOYIT+El6IT*~BTOYIT~-l~+BTOYIT~-2~~ 
: LNMNIT  )  =  El  IT+EZ  IT*T+E4  IT*  ( LNG  ITU  ( -1  ) +LNGITU(  -2  ) ) +E5  IT*  ( 
RIT =  DOIT+D1IT*GRPXlIT1+D14IT*RIT(-1)+D4IT*LNMITU(-2)+K6IT*LNGITU 
+D7IT*LNGITU(-1)+D10IT*XTOYITU+DllIT*XTOYITU~-l~ 
DEL(1 : LNEIT) =  FOIT+FlIT*DEL(l : LNPIMIT)-FlIT*DEL(l : LNPRIT) 
LNQIMIT =  IOIT+I1IT*ITOYIT+I4IT*LNYRTIT+I6IT*LNQIMIT~-l~ 
BTOYIT =  JOIT+JZIT*DEL(l : LNEIT)+J3IT*DEL(1 : LNEIT(-l)) 
XTOYIT =  HOIT+H3IT*LNEIT~-1~+H5IT*LNRPOIL+H6IT*LNYRTIT+H7IT*T+H8IT 
*XTOYIT~-1~+H3IT*XTOYIT~-2~+HllIT*LNPRIT~-l~+Hl3IT*LNYRRIT~-l~+ 
HlSIT*LNPIT(-l) 
CTOYIT =  GOIT+G3IT*RIT+G4IT*GREITXll+G5IT*RUS+G6IT*~XTOYIT-ITOYIT~ 
LNYRJAP =  (l-ZPJA)*XPJA+ZPJA*LNYRJA+(l-ZPJA)*LNYRJAP(-l) 
LNPIMJA ==  LNQIMJA+LNPJA 
LNMJAU == LNMNJA-LNMNJAEX 
LNMNJAEX == LNMNJA(-1)+0.45216*(LMrlNJA(-l)-LNMNJA(-2))+0.18984*( 
LNMNJA(->)-LNMNJA(-3)  )+0.01423-0.41074*LNMJAU(-4) 
XTOYJAU ==  XTOYJA-XTOYJAEX 
XTOYJAEX ==  2*XTOYJA(-l)-XTOYJA(-2)-1.1134*(DEL(l  : XTOYJA(-l))- 
DEL(1 : XToYJA(-2)))-0.38594*(DEL(l  : XTOYJA(-2))-DEL(l  : XTOYJA( 
-3)  ~~-O.60316*XTOYJAU~-4~+O.36554*XTOYJAU~-9~+5.OOOOOOE-O5 
ITOYJA ==  XTOYJA-4*BTOYJA-CTOYJA 
LNYRTJA ==  LNYRJA-LNYRJAP 
LNYRRJA ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR*LNYRFR+DVGE* 
LNYRGE+DVIT*LNYRIT+DVNE*LNYRNE)*l/(l-DVJA)-6.64583 
LNPRJA ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
LNPNE-LNENE))*l/(l-DVJA)+0.617771 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVNE*( 
ZlJA2 ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPJA)-SGRPXlJZ(-l) 
SGRPXlJ2 == 4*(KOJA+K2JA*DEL(l : LNMNJA(-l))+K5JA*RJA+K6JA*RJA(-l) 
+K7JA*(RUS+GREJkXZl)+K9JA*DEL(l : LNPJA(-l)  )) 
GRPXlJA2 ==  SGRPX1J2+K14JA*Z1JA2+K15JAtZlJA2(-1) 
GREJAX2l ==  4*(l*(MOJA+MlJA*DEL(l : LNPIMJA)+M2JA*DEL(l : LNRPOIL) 
+M3JA*DEL(l : LNYRRJA)+M4JA*DEL(l : ITOYJA)+MSJA*DEL(l : LNPRJA)+ 
M6JA*DEL(l : LNEJA))) 
LNPJA =  BlJA+LNMNJA+BZJA*LNYRJAP+B3JA*LNYRTJA+B4JA*RJA+BlOJA*(RUS+ 
GREJAXZl)+BSJA*(LNMNJA(-l)-LNPJA(-l))+B6JA*LNMJAU+B7JA*LNJAU(-l)+ 
BBJA*LNMJAU(-2)+89JA*LNMJAU(-3) 
LNYRJA =  Al.JA+A2JA*LNYRJAP(-l)+(l-AZJA)*LNYRJA(-l)+A5JA*LM.IJAU(-2) 
+A1OJA*LNGJAU~-3~+A1lJA*XTOYJAU+Al3JA*XTOYJAU~-2~+Al4JA*XTOYJAU~-3 
) 
DEL(1 : LNMNJA) =  E~JA+E~JA*(LNPJA(-~)-LNPJA(-~))+E~LJA*(~*(LNPJA( 
-1)-LNPJA(-3)))+E8JA*(L"PJA(-3-LNPJA-5~)+E12JA*LNYRTJA(-3)+El3JA 
*LNYRTJA(-4  )+E14JA*BTOYJA+E16JA'(BTOYJA(-1)  +BTOYJA(  -2) ) +E17JA*  (I*  ( 
BTOYJA(-l)  tBTOYJA(-2)  ) )+E18JA*  (BTOYJA(  -3)  +BTOYJA(  -4)  )+E19JA*  (1*  ( 
BTOYJA(-3)+BTOYJA(-4))) 
RJA =  DOJA+D1JA*GRPX1JA2+Dl4JA*RJA~-l~+Dl6JA*GRPXlJA2~-l~+Dl5JA*T+ 
D2JA*LNMJAU+D3JA*LNMJAU(-l)+D4JA*LNMJAU(-2)+DSJA*LNMJAU(-3)+0* 
LNGJAU+37JA*LNGJAU(-l) 
DZL(1 : LNEJA) =  FOJA+FlJA*DEL(l : LNPIMJA)+F4JA*DEL(1 : LNYRRJA)- 
FlJA*DEL(l : LNPRJA) 
LNQIMJA =  IOJA+I1JA*ITOYJA+I4JA*LNYRTJA+I6JA*LNQIMJA(-l) 225  Simulation Experiments 


























BTOYJA =  JOJA+JlJA*BTOYJA(-l) 
XTOYJA =  HOJA+HlJA*LNEJA+HSJA*LNRPOIL+H6JA*LNYRTJA+H7JA*T+H8JA* 
XTOYJA(-l)+H9JA*XTOYJA(-2)+HlOJA*LNPRJA+H12JA*LNYRRJA+H13JA* 
LNYRRJA(-l)+Hl4JA*LNPJA 
CTOYJA  GOJA+G1JART+G3JA*RJA+G4JA*GREJAX21+G5JA*RUS+G8JA*DEL(l : 
LNYRJA  ) 
LNYRNEP =  (~-ZPNE)*XPNE+ZPNE*LNYRNE+(~-ZPNE)*LNYRNEP(-~) 
LNPIMNE ==  LNQIMNE+LNPNE 
LNMNEU ==  LNM"E-LNMNNEEX 
LNMNNEEX ==  LNMNNE(-1)+0.34717*(LNMNNE(-l)-LNMNNE(-2))+0.37492*( 
LNMNNE(-Z)-LNMNNE(-3))-0.43951*LNMNEU(-4)+0.00681 
XTOYNEU ==  XTOYNE-XTOYNEEX 
XTOYNEEX ==  XTOYNE(-1)-0.31379*XTOYNEU(-l~-O.33862*XTOYNEU~-9~~ 
0.00094 
ITOYNE ==  XTOYNE-4*BTOYNE-CTOYNE 
LNYRTNE ==  LNYRNE-LNYRNEP 
LNYRRNE ==  (DVUS*LNYRUS+DVUK*LNYRUK+DVCA*LNYRCA+DVFR~LNYRFR+DVGE* 
LNYRGE+DVIT*LNYRIT+DVJA*LNYRJA)*l/(l-DVNE)-7.17908 
LNPRNE ==  (DVUS*(LNPUS-LNEUS)+DVUK*(LNPUK-LNEUK)+DVCA*(LNPCA-LNECA 
LNPJA-LNEJA))*l/(l-DVNE)+l.l838 
ZlNElL ==  4*DEL(1 : LNPNE)-GRPXlNEl(-l) 
)+DVFR*(LNPFR-LNEFR)+DVGE*(LNPGE-LNEGE)+DVIT*(LNPIT-LNEIT)+DVJA*( 
GRPXlNEl ==  4*(KONE+KlNE*LNMNNEEX+K2NE*LNMNNE(-l)+K4NE*DEL(l  : 
LNYRNE(-l))+K6NE*RNE(-l)+KgNE*DEL(l  : LNPNE(-l))+KllNE*LNMNEU(-l)) 
+K14NE*Z1NE1L+K15NE*Z1NE1L(-1) 
GRENEX11 ==  4*(1*(MONE+Mlh'E'DEL(l  : LNPIMNE)*M2NE*DEL(? : LNRPOIL) 
+H?.NE*DEL(l : LNYRRNE)+M4NERDEL(l : ITOYNE)+MSNE*DEL(l : LNPRNE)* 
M6NEiDEL?l-: LNENE))) 
LNPNE =  BlNE+LNMNNE+BZNE*LNYRNEP+B3NE*LNYRTNE+B4NE*~E+BlONE*(RUS+ 
GRENEXll)+B5NE*(LNM"E(-l)-LNPNE(-l))+B6NE*LNMNEU+B7NE*LNMNEU(-l)+ 
BBNE*LNMNEU(-2)+B9NE*LNMNEU(-3) 




DEL(1 : LNMNNE) =  ElNE*E2NE*T+E3NE*LNGNEU+E4NE*(LNGNEU(-l)+LNGNEU( 
-2)  ) +E5NE*  (LNGNEU(  -3)  +LNGNEU(  -4  +E7NE* 
( 1  * ( LNPNE  ( -  1 -LNPNE  ( -  3 
E14NE*BTOYNE+E16NE*~BTOYNE(-1)+BTOYNE~-2~~+E17NE*~1*~BTOYNE~-1~+ 
BTOYNE(-2))) 
) +E6NE*  (LNPNE(  -1)  -LNPNE(  -3) 
) ) +El  lNE*LNYRTNE( -  2  ) +El  2NE*LNYRTNE  ( -  1  ) + 
RNE =  DONE+D1NE*GRPX1NE1+D14NE*RNE(-1~+Dl5NE*T+D3NE*LNMNEU~-l~+ 
D4NE*LNMNEU(-2)+D1ONE*XTOYNEU+DllNE*XTOYNEU~-1)+D13NE*XTOYNEU~-3~ 
DEL(1 : LNENE) =  FONE+FlNE*DEL(l : LNPIMNE)-FlNE*DEL(l : LNPRNE) 
LNQIMNE =  IONE+I1NE*ITOYNE+I5NE*LNYRTNE~-1)+I6NE*LNQIMNE~-l~ 
BTOYNE =  JONE+J2NE*DEL(1 :  LNENE)+J3NE*DEL(l : LNENE(-l)) 
XTOYNE =  HONE+HlNE*LNENE+HSNE*LNRPOIL+H6NE*LNYRTNE+H7NE*T+HBNE* 
XTOYNE(-l)+HlONE*LNPRNE+H12NE*LNYRRNE+H13NE*LNYRRNE(-l)+H14NE* 
LNPNE 
CTOYNE =  GONE+GlNE*T+G2NE*LNRPOIL+G3NE*RNE+G4NE*GRENEXll+G5NE*RUS+ 
G6NE*(XTOYNE-ITOYNE)+G7NE*LNYRTNE 226  Chapter Seven 
Table 7.4  (continued) 
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Table 7.4 (continued) 
DlNE 
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0  .lo8524 











































D13NE  0.048054 
D14CA  0.961863 
D14IT  1.02768 
Dl4UK  0.825858 
D15FR  0.000154 
D15JA  -2.1444263-05 
Dl5US  -6.0317963-06 
D16GE  -0.06953 
D16NE  0.04514 
-0.078202  D2CA 
D2IT  -0.020386 
D2UK  -0.299766 
-0.154023  D3FR 








0.116664  .~~...~ 
D5IT  0.02739 
D5UK  0.077159 
-0.034926  D6FR 
D6JA  0.000489 
D6US  -0.020453 
D7GE  0.00277 
0.00041  D7NE 
D8CA  0.032561 
D8IT  -0.000764 
D8UK  0.014188  ~  ~  ~~  ~~.. 
D9FR  -0.00794 
D9JA  0.000607 
D9US  0.015392 
ElGE 
ElNE 




































E16NE  0.292781 
E17FR  -0.132219 
E17JA  -2.53069 
E18CA 
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FOUS  0.000225  ~.  .  ..~~.  ~.  ~~ 
FlGE  0.822682 
FlNE  0.28658 
FlOFR  -0.039353 
FlOJA  0.124816 
FlOUS  0.616185 
FZOFR  0.052207 
F2OJA  -0.07173 
F2OUS  0.067515 
F3GE  -0.120761 
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